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Foreword by Dublin Civic TrustForeword by Dublin Civic TrustForeword by Dublin Civic TrustForeword by Dublin Civic Trust    
Thomas Street is the commercial heart of The Liberties; its most active and vibrant street, essential to its 
economic and cultural life. However, the slow but continual decline of the street during the late 20th 
century has left a fragile, and in parts, broken streetscape that remains to be resolved. In spite of this, the 
potential of the street and its environs is considerable, and this study seeks to illustrate the enormous 
importance of the street to the wider experience of Dublin, by citizens and visitors alike, and the scope to 
reinvent the thoroughfare through careful and considered attention and enlightened intervention.  

Dublin Civic Trust has maintained a strong interest in Thomas Street since the establishment of the Trust 
in 1992.  In 2001, it compiled and published Thomas Street: A Study of the Past - A Vision for the Future, 
vividly documenting the built heritage of the street and proposing practical solutions to the issues faced by 
the property owners and occupiers.  The publication continues to be a valuable source of historical 
information for Thomas Street and is intended to be read in conjunction with this study.  The book also 
forms part of a series of street studies undertaken by the Trust, which includes a study of adjoining Francis 
Street and Meath Street, published in 2008.  

In 2008, Dublin Civic Trust compiled and prepared the written statement and supplementary inventory for 
the Thomas Street and Environs Architectural Conservation Area (ACA), which was adopted by Dublin City 
Council in 2009.  The ACA statement further illustrates the rich history and architectural heritage of 
Thomas Street and its hinterland, and sets out a broad series of policy measures designed to protect and 
enhance this inheritance.  

This study is intended to provide an objective analysis of the street in its current condition and to articulate 
a vision for the renewal of its historic fabric and the protection of its unique charm and character. The 
stimulus for the study is the increasing recognition of the importance of the street to the vitality of The 
Liberties and to a greater appreciation of the historic core of the city.   
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Thomas Street in early morning, dominated by 
the spire of the Church of S.S. Augustine & John  
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Foreword by Dublin City CouncilForeword by Dublin City CouncilForeword by Dublin City CouncilForeword by Dublin City Council    
Over the years, Thomas Street has developed its own character and identity making it unique from other areas 
of Dublin. The street and surrounding area boast some of the most interesting architecture in the city dating 
back to times past. It is an area which is steeped in history, culture and heritage where numerous fine 
landmarks such as S.S. Augustine & John’s Church (the highest steeple in the city), St. James’s Graveyard, St. 
Catherine’s Church (site of Robert Emmet’s execution), Guinness Brewery and Storehouse are located. Today, 
Thomas Street remains a vibrant part of city life and is home to national institutions, tourist and cultural 
attractions. Thomas Street is one of only four streets in Dublin where street trading is permitted and continues 
to attract shoppers from all over the city. 

There is also another part of Thomas Street which is less appealing. The street suffers from urban decay and 
has not benefited from opportunities to the level one would expect over the last two decades. 

This report examines the current situation and presents a coherent vision to demonstrate the future role 
Thomas Street can play in the economic, cultural and physical life of a European capital city. It is hoped the 
vision will be source of inspiration for city leaders and various stakeholders leading to a renewed sense of 
enthusiasm and energy and act as a platform for the next generation of improvements for Thomas Street. 

The report comes at a time of considerable national economic difficulties and diminishing resources.  These 
circumstances require a different approach than heretofore. There are unlikely to be any major funding 
opportunities. However, I have no doubt that a string of smaller investments over a sustained period of time will 
have a cumulative effect of achieving the desired improvements to Thomas Street 

I wish to thank Geraldine Walsh, Graham Hickey and Stephen Coyne from Dublin Civic Trust and Maire Twomey, 
South Central Area Manager - Dublin City Council for their support and commitment. 

Thomas Street has so much more to offer to life in the City. It is now time for all of the major stakeholders to 
realise opportunities for advancement and bring Thomas Street to where it rightfully belongs in the capital as 
one of the city’s most important living and vibrant streets. 

 

             Bruce Phillips 
             Dublin City Council 
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The grandiose entrance arch of Chadwicks, one 
of the long-standing businesses of Thomas Street 
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1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

A Call to Action for Thomas StreetA Call to Action for Thomas StreetA Call to Action for Thomas StreetA Call to Action for Thomas Street    
This study was commissioned by Dublin City Council to outline a range of practical measures which could 
be taken to improve the public face of one of Dublin’s oldest streets - Thomas Street.  The study is about 
bringing new energy to Thomas Street: and how a range of actions by various stakeholders, from Dublin 
City Council to the individual property owners and businesses on the street, can help to significantly 
enhance our experience of this historic city thoroughfare.  

With this study, Dublin Civic Trust aims to set out a series of measures and interventions which can be 
made to encourage and revitalise civic life on the street and to protect and repair its built heritage. The 
report advocates an holistic view of Thomas Street; where its buildings, the public realm in which they sit, 
and the uses to which they are put, are considered in unison.  

Thomas Street has many advantages and assets which must be sweated to create a thriving urban 
environment, including:   

� The National College of Art & Design (NCAD), which is a dynamic presence on the street, bringing 
youthful energy and creativity to the area.  

� Digital Hub and Diageo are major employers, driving commercial life in the area and attracting new 
businesses and enterprises.  

� The area’s diverse, multi-cultural local population, which relies on Thomas Street for daily shopping 
needs and social activities.  

� The constant footfall of visitors passing through The Liberties on their way to sights and attractions 
in the area.   

The common shared need of all these groups is a quality urban environment: well maintained and inspiring The common shared need of all these groups is a quality urban environment: well maintained and inspiring The common shared need of all these groups is a quality urban environment: well maintained and inspiring The common shared need of all these groups is a quality urban environment: well maintained and inspiring 
streetscapes, comfortable and attractive pavements, and a memorable sense of place.streetscapes, comfortable and attractive pavements, and a memorable sense of place.streetscapes, comfortable and attractive pavements, and a memorable sense of place.streetscapes, comfortable and attractive pavements, and a memorable sense of place.    

An excerpt from the 1867 Ordnance Survey of Dublin showing Thomas Street 
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A number of recent initiatives have combined to create a valuable window of opportunity to advance the 
renewal and enhancement of Thomas Street:   

� In 2009, Dublin City Council adopted The Liberties 
Local Area Plan, providing a planning framework for the 
regeneration of this historic area of the city and 
espousing an imaginative and ambitious vision of how 
the area should develop over the coming years. The 
adoption of the LAP provides a renewed impetus to the 
rehabilitation of Thomas Street. 

� In December 2009, Thomas Street and its environs 
were declared an Architectural Conservation Area (ACA) 
by Dublin City Council in recognition of the historic, 
cultural and architectural significance of the street. The 
ACA policy is intended to protect the remaining historic 
built fabric and ensure that new interventions are 
sensitive to their context and contribute to the overall 
character of this important thoroughfare.  

� Recent plans put forward by the Quality Bus Network 
office propose the creation of a quality bus corridor 
(QBC) along the length of Thomas Street. While these 
proposals are largely intended to improve public transport mobility on the street, the works provide 
a timely opportunity to reassess how the street should function and to address the pressing need 
for improvements to the public realm of Thomas Street and James’s Street. 

� The potential for a series of interventions along the street is now being considered by a specialised 
taskforce, headed by Fáilte Ireland, as part of the creation of a high quality tourist route stretching 
from College Green to the Royal Hospital at Kilmainham. The purpose of the route is to maximise 
the potential synergies between the many cultural institutions and tourist destinations along this 
route and to enhance the overall visitor experience to this part of the city as part of a drive to retain 
tourists in Dublin city. It is increasingly recognised that the quality and coherence of the historic 
streetscapes along this route is a paramount consideration in the overall visitor experience.  

� There continues to be active community engagement in efforts to promote the social and cultural 
regeneration of Thomas Street and The Liberties, and in particular to develop the street as a 
creative hub anchored by high profile institutions such as the National College of Art & Design, The 
Digital Hub, Diageo and venues such as Vicar Street and Tivoli.    

 

Background to this StudyBackground to this StudyBackground to this StudyBackground to this Study    
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Thomas Street at the Centre of a Wider CommunityThomas Street at the Centre of a Wider CommunityThomas Street at the Centre of a Wider CommunityThomas Street at the Centre of a Wider Community    
Thomas Street is part of a great axis of streets which forms the main western approach to the city centre 
and it is the primary route through The Liberties.  The extent of Thomas Street lies between the expansive 
junction of High Street and Cornmarket, and the transition to James’s Street, just west of Bridgefoot Street, 
also known as Thomas Street West. The street has been a centre of commercial life in Dublin for centuries 
and even today the medieval pattern and footprint of the street can be clearly read with its meandering flow, 
varying widths and narrow grain. In terms of its built fabric, Thomas Street remains one of the most intact 
and visually evocative 19th century streetscapes in the city. 

Thomas Street lies at the heart of a vibrant city community and for the most part the businesses on the 
street serve the needs of this local community. However, the street is also a destination in the wider city and 
is important to the visitor’s experience of the city centre. The street is visited each day by large numbers of 
tourists making their way to the Guinness Storehouse (the city’s busiest attraction), while more adventurous 
and well-informed visitors venture off the street to explore the surrounding area or journey onwards towards 
Kilmainham and the attractions in the west of the city. It is estimated that over 200,000 people visit the 
Storehouse each year, however the commercial advantage to be gained from this visitor footfall on Thomas 
street remains hugely under-realised. Pedestrian enjoyment of the street is degraded by busy traffic flows 
and poor presentation of the public realm, while the inherent charms and quality of the street’s fabric are 
increasingly compromised by neglected buildings and insensitive new interventions.  

Cornmarket & Cornmarket & Cornmarket & Cornmarket & 
High StreetHigh StreetHigh StreetHigh Street    

Thomas Street: Thomas Street: Thomas Street: Thomas Street: The commercial heart  of 
The Liberties, a market street retaining a rich 
and evocative 19th century streetscape.  

James’s Street: James’s Street: James’s Street: James’s Street: Dominated by the Guinness 
brewery complex with its stern Victorian frontages of 
administrative buildings 

► ► 
► 
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Thomas Street sits within a wider physical context which it is essential to appreciate in order to better 
understand how the street functions.  

� To the east of Thomas Street runs High Street - the vital link between The Liberties and the modern 
commercial heart of the city. Despite its fundamental importance as a pedestrian route delivering 
footfall to Thomas Street, High Street actually functions as a busy traffic artery through the city centre 
and its wide expanse presents an inhospitable environment to the pedestrian. It is essential that a 
greater balance is struck between traffic and pedestrians along High Street.    

� Running west from Thomas Street, James’s Street offers a less intensive streetscape, dominated by 
the famous St. James’s Gate Brewery. Here, church spires and industrial towers punctuate the 
skyline, reflecting the area’s ecclesiastical origins and industrial past, while commercial activity is 
more muted. Towards the Royal Hospital Kilmainham the street takes on the more sedate and low-
scale appearance of an urban village, with some fine period terraces still remaining.  

� To the south of Thomas Street lie Francis Street and Meath Street, both synonymous with the social 
and commercial life of The Liberties. Like Thomas Street, these streets are deeply rooted in the 
history of this quarter of the city; their origins stretching back to medieval times. More recently, 
Francis Street has developed as a centre for antiques, contemporary design and art galleries, while 
Meath Street retains its distinctive local 
character and commercial nature, with its lively 
markets and on-street traders.  This area is rich 
in historic detail, with streets of 18th and 19th 
century buildings interconnected by narrow lanes 
leading to hidden graveyards and church 
forecourts.  

Clockwise from Top: Clockwise from Top: Clockwise from Top: Clockwise from Top: St. Michael’s Tower, Christ Church 
Cathedral |||| Southern terrace from St Catherine’s 
Church, Thomas Street  |||| Differing building typologies 
on the north side, Thomas Street. 
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The iconic St. James’s Gate Brewery 
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Historic Significance of Thomas StreetHistoric Significance of Thomas StreetHistoric Significance of Thomas StreetHistoric Significance of Thomas Street    

The origins of Thomas Street can be traced back to 
the very first settlement of Dublin in medieval times. 
The historic thoroughfare that meanders through The 
Liberties of Dublin parallel to the River Liffey, follows 
the path of the Slige Mór, one of the four ancient 
highways of Ireland which converged on Dublin and 
which, together with the River Liffey, provided the 
stimulus to the initial development of trading 
settlement here in the 9th century. As the original 
Viking settlement grew into a fortified medieval town, 
St. Thomas Street, as it is more correctly known, 
became the main street of The Liberties, an 
ecclesiastical and later mercantile district located 
outside of the city walls and hence not subject to the 
jurisdiction of the city. To this day, The Liberties 
retains a very distinctive identity and a curious sense 
of detachment from the main city centre to the east. 

As Dublin expanded and developed through the 18th 
and 19th centuries, Thomas Street evolved into an 
important commercial and industrial thoroughfare. 
Breweries and distilleries had a fundamental role to 
play in Thomas Street’s economic prominence, where 
the current extent of the Guinness Brewery site to the 
west of Thomas Street serves as a reminder of the 
importance of these industries to the city. 

From the middle of the 20th century Thomas Street 
began to decline, with the closing of many key 
industries and businesses. Unemployment and the 
relocation of many families to the newer suburbs of 
the city led to social fragmentation, loss of 
commercial importance and the slow degradation of 
historic streetscapes. 

Despite this, Thomas Street at the beginning of the 
21st century still retains a strong sense of community 
and an impressive architectural inheritance. The 
street represents an important link to the city’s 
fascinating past while offering enormous potential for 
the future. 
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An enlightened vision for Thomas Street is required which, through its implementation, will realise the full 
potential of the street and its environs to develop as an engaging place to live, work and visit, whilst 
protecting and enhancing the rich historic, cultural and social characteristics which make the street so 
distinctive and memorable.  

We envisage three interrelated elements of this vision: 

The Physical Quality of the Street The Physical Quality of the Street The Physical Quality of the Street The Physical Quality of the Street - this includes the architecture and buildings; key elements which 
determine how we measure the attractiveness of the street such as shop fronts and building uses; the 
quality of pavements and street lighting etc; and the presence of trees and the creation of a convivial 
atmosphere on the street. Improving the physical quality of the environment benefits socio-economic life on 
Thomas Street by creating a high quality backdrop for shopping and day-to-day commercial life, cultural 
activities and tourism. 

Cultural Life and Tourism Cultural Life and Tourism Cultural Life and Tourism Cultural Life and Tourism - The Liberties is among the most historic areas of Dublin and is visited annually 
by thousands of visitors. Culture and tourism hold enormous potential to develop in the area. The physical 
quality of the street is fundamentally 
important to visitors’ impressions of the 
area, while retail and commercial activity 
can be greatly strengthened by meeting 
the demands of tourists and visitors from 
other parts of the city.  

Retail Activity and The Market StreetRetail Activity and The Market StreetRetail Activity and The Market StreetRetail Activity and The Market Street - 
Thomas Street is steeped in a mercantile 
tradition and is among the city’s best 
known market streets.  Commercial life 
can be greatly invigorated by a concerted 
effort to improve the physical quality of the 
street to create a more attractive and 
inviting shopping destination, while a 
vibrant and lively culture scene adds 
greatly to the attractiveness of the area.    

2 A Vision for Thomas Street A Vision for Thomas Street A Vision for Thomas Street A Vision for Thomas Street     

Three Strategic Aims for Thomas StreetThree Strategic Aims for Thomas StreetThree Strategic Aims for Thomas StreetThree Strategic Aims for Thomas Street    

Retail Activity and Retail Activity and Retail Activity and Retail Activity and 
The Market StreetThe Market StreetThe Market StreetThe Market Street    

Physical Quality of Physical Quality of Physical Quality of Physical Quality of 
the Street the Street the Street the Street     

Cultural Life and Cultural Life and Cultural Life and Cultural Life and 
TourismTourismTourismTourism    
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1. Create a high quality urban setting which showcases the 
architectural diversity of Thomas Street and which creates a 
comfortable, interesting and visually attractive 
pedestrian experience. 

Key Objectives: 

� Seek the appropriate infill of damaged sections of streetscape and actively promote refurbishment 
and renewal of historic buildings 

� Promote high quality shop fronts and encourage a diversity of ground floor uses 

� Incentivise the return to use of upper floors 

� Encourage the retention and restoration of historic features such as timber sash windows and 
brickwork  

� Improve the quality of paving, street lighting and street furniture along Thomas Street  

� Strengthen and enhance the pedestrian links between the street and the main city centre  

� Create places to sit, relax and enjoy the street: highlight valuable public spaces along the street 

� Employ imaginative approaches to greening and beautifying the thoroughfare  

The historic buildings and streetscapes of Thomas Street are among its most important economic assets. The historic buildings and streetscapes of Thomas Street are among its most important economic assets. The historic buildings and streetscapes of Thomas Street are among its most important economic assets. The historic buildings and streetscapes of Thomas Street are among its most important economic assets. 
They create its distinctiveness, its character, its comfortable sense of scale and enclosure and provide a 
reason to visit and linger. The economic value of the architectural heritage must be clearly articulated to 
property owners and businesses on the street.  The case must be made that the reconstruction of damaged 
or truncated buildings, the rehabilitation of upper floors, the improved presentation of facades and key 
elements such as fenestration and shop fronts, and the development of quality retail and commercial uses, 
are all essential to improving the economic performance of the street and its environs. 

See Chapter 5 “Building 
Conservation and Renewal” 

and Chapter 6 “The 
Pedestrian Experience”  
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2. Heighten the cultural and tourist potential of Thomas Street 
and The Liberties. 

Key Objectives: 

� Develop tourism clusters around Thomas Street and James’s Street 

� Enhance the opportunities and reasons to explore and experience the surrounding streets 

� Create a new visitor attraction on Thomas Street 

� Encourage concentrations of tourist-serving uses such as cafés, restaurants and specialist shops 

� Interpret the street, its historical links and its architectural features  

Creative and cultural activities are the most significant economic drivers for Thomas Street and its Creative and cultural activities are the most significant economic drivers for Thomas Street and its Creative and cultural activities are the most significant economic drivers for Thomas Street and its Creative and cultural activities are the most significant economic drivers for Thomas Street and its 
environs;environs;environs;environs; whether in the emerging digital media cluster of The Digital Hub or among the many design and 
crafts, cultural and tourism uses. The potential of these sectors derives as much from the inspiration 
offered by the innate qualities and characteristics of the area, including its urban form, as it does from the 
presence of high profile institutions and attractions. 

See Chapter 7 “Cultural Life 
and Tourism”   
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3. Enhance the market profile of the street and propose an effective 
mechanism to manage and promote Thomas Street. 

Key Objectives: 

� Define and promote what is distinctive about Thomas Street as a shopping and leisure destination and 
create a brand 

� Identify the potential for new uses on the street and in the surrounding area 

� Restore the Iveagh Markets as an important retail anchor for the district  

� Engage the National College of Art & Design and other stakeholders to develop a new retail “vibe” for 
the street 

� Develop new approaches to managing the public realm and retail mix  

Thomas Street has a long mercantile tradition but recent years have seen the vibrancy of the street decline 
and vacant premises presenting a challenge for the thoroughfare. Thomas Street needs to reinvent itself and Thomas Street needs to reinvent itself and Thomas Street needs to reinvent itself and Thomas Street needs to reinvent itself and 
rediscover its market tradition, rediscover its market tradition, rediscover its market tradition, rediscover its market tradition, making greater use of assets such as its architecture and public spaces, and 
engaging the energy of institutions such as NCAD and The Digital Hub to attract new businesses to the street 
and to develop a distinctive and attractive profile.   

See Chapter 8 “Reinventing 
Retail on Thomas Street ”   
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Engaging Key StakeholdersEngaging Key StakeholdersEngaging Key StakeholdersEngaging Key Stakeholders    
Synergy between key institutional stakeholders along both Thomas Street and James’s Street and their 
businesses and community is essential to protect and enhance employment and to create new opportunities 
and outcomes.   

    

The future growth of Thomas Street is dependent on meeting the multitude of demands of key interests and The future growth of Thomas Street is dependent on meeting the multitude of demands of key interests and The future growth of Thomas Street is dependent on meeting the multitude of demands of key interests and The future growth of Thomas Street is dependent on meeting the multitude of demands of key interests and 
harnessing the commercial and creative input which they bring to the street.harnessing the commercial and creative input which they bring to the street.harnessing the commercial and creative input which they bring to the street.harnessing the commercial and creative input which they bring to the street.    

 

The public consultation period of the Local Area Plan showed the benefit of community and stakeholder 
engagement in developing a vision for The Liberties.  A similar stakeholder forum for Thomas Street would 
prove an equally valuable exercise and could form the basis for a Place Management initiative or Area 
Partnership as outlined in Chapter 9. 

 

A range of key stakeholders on Thomas Street are identified:  A range of key stakeholders on Thomas Street are identified:  A range of key stakeholders on Thomas Street are identified:  A range of key stakeholders on Thomas Street are identified:      

The Businesses and Community of The Businesses and Community of The Businesses and Community of The Businesses and Community of 
Thomas Street:Thomas Street:Thomas Street:Thomas Street: With over 90 shops 
and premises, Thomas Street is an 
important part of the commercial life 
of the city and central to the vitality of 
The Liberties. The street serves a 
wide and diverse local population.  

Businesses range from general 
stores to speciality shops; 
restaurants, cafés and bars; financial 
institutions and offices; and casual 
street traders. The street also 
includes educational and community 
uses. 

Dublin City Council:Dublin City Council:Dublin City Council:Dublin City Council: The 
Council is the democratically 
elected body that governs the 
city and is the principal 
provider of services such as 
roads maintenance, public 
lighting, waste disposal, 
cleansing, business services, 
planning and development, 
and recreation and culture.  

The Council has prepared the 
principal planning framework 
for the area, The Liberties 
Local Area Plan 2009. 

Diageo / Guinness Diageo / Guinness Diageo / Guinness Diageo / Guinness 
Storehouse: Storehouse: Storehouse: Storehouse: The Guinness 
Brewery is synonymous with 
this part of Dublin and 
dominates the area around 
James’s Street. Diageo own 
many of the historic properties 
lining the street.  

The Storehouse and Brewery 
Visitor Centre is one of the top 
attractions in the city and 
determines much of the high 
footfall along Thomas Street. 

Fáilte Ireland and the Office of Fáilte Ireland and the Office of Fáilte Ireland and the Office of Fáilte Ireland and the Office of 
Public Works: Public Works: Public Works: Public Works: These State agencies 
are central to the promotion of 
tourism, and hence have an 
important contribution to make 
towards maximising the potential 
the Medieval Quarter of Dublin 
around Thomas Street as part of 
the city’s overall tourism product.  

OPW manage a number of nearby 
historic sites including Dublin 
Castle and St. Audoen’s Church. 
Pedestrian progression from Dame 
Street to Thomas Street is vital to 
the continued vibrancy of the area. 

Key Stakeholders on Thomas StreetKey Stakeholders on Thomas StreetKey Stakeholders on Thomas StreetKey Stakeholders on Thomas Street    

Diageo /Diageo /Diageo /Diageo /
Guinness Guinness Guinness Guinness 

StorehouseStorehouseStorehouseStorehouse    
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National College of Art & Design:National College of Art & Design:National College of Art & Design:National College of Art & Design: 
The NCAD complex is the major 
institutional use on Thomas Street 
and is home to a large number of 
students of crafts, art and design. 
After a period of uncertainty over its 
future on the street, NCAD is now 
fully established within a beautifully 
refurbished complex.  

The college and its student body 
bring life and creative energy to the 
street and there is enormous 
potential for NCAD to drive an 
expansion of design industries and 
crafts in the area. 

The Digital Hub: The Digital Hub: The Digital Hub: The Digital Hub: Digital Hub is a 
major employment initiative for the 
area, creating a campus for 
emerging companies and starter 
businesses from the IT and digital 
media sector.  The agency owns a 
number of historically important 
properties along Thomas Street and 
James’s Street.  

The vision of Digital Hub is to create 
a high quality campus for creative 
industries within a distinctive and 
attractive urban environment. The 
Hub has the potential to stimulate 
new commercial activity in the area. 

Churches and Cultural Institutions: Churches and Cultural Institutions: Churches and Cultural Institutions: Churches and Cultural Institutions: 
Four beautiful churches dominate this 
part of the Liberties, and Thomas 
Street itself has its origins in a 
medieval abbey.  The churches remain 
hugely undervalued attractions on the 
street.  

The creative groups and cultural 
institutions which have established 
themselves around the area in recent 
times add further interest to the mix. 
Events such as Culture Night and 
Open House have significantly 
increased the profile the arts and 
cultural scene in the area.        

Dublin City Dublin City Dublin City Dublin City 
CouncilCouncilCouncilCouncil    

 

The Digital The Digital The Digital The Digital 
HubHubHubHub    

OPWOPWOPWOPW    

Dublin Dublin Dublin Dublin 
Civic Civic Civic Civic 
TrustTrustTrustTrust    

Dublin City Dublin City Dublin City Dublin City 
BusinessBusinessBusinessBusiness    

Fáilte Fáilte Fáilte Fáilte 
IrelandIrelandIrelandIreland    

Francis Street Francis Street Francis Street Francis Street 
and Meath and Meath and Meath and Meath 

StreetStreetStreetStreet    

NCADNCADNCADNCAD    

Arts, Cultural Arts, Cultural Arts, Cultural Arts, Cultural 
and and and and 

Community Community Community Community 
GroupsGroupsGroupsGroups    

ChurchesChurchesChurchesChurches    

VenuesVenuesVenuesVenues    

VenuesVenuesVenuesVenues: Entertainment venues 
such as Vicar Street and the 
Tivoli theatre are important 
elements of evening activity on 
Thomas Street and hold great 
potential to develop as hubs 
that attract restaurants and 
other businesses around them.  

For many Dubliners, Vicar Street 
represents their main reason for 
heading to Thomas Street after 
dark. 

Thomas Street Thomas Street Thomas Street Thomas Street 
Businesses & Businesses & Businesses & Businesses & 
CommunityCommunityCommunityCommunity    
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3 Planning for the Modern StreetPlanning for the Modern StreetPlanning for the Modern StreetPlanning for the Modern Street    

Overview of Planning Initiatives for the South West City AreaOverview of Planning Initiatives for the South West City AreaOverview of Planning Initiatives for the South West City AreaOverview of Planning Initiatives for the South West City Area    
A range of plans and ideas have been devised for Thomas Street and its environs over the years. As far back 
as the late 1980s the area was designated for urban renewal, and in the mid-1990s it was included within the 
Integrated Area Plan (IAP) for The Liberties and The Coombe. The IAP sought to target investment in the area 
through a range of tax incentives and stimulus measures including Living Over the Shop (LOTS) and the 
designation of key sites. From the outset, the renewal 
of the fabric of Thomas Street and the reinvigoration of 
its public realm were seen as key objectives. However, 
LOTS largely failed to make an impact on the street, 
and while some new residential development did take 
place on adjoining streets such as Francis Street, IAP-
led investment had limited impact in overcoming the 
negative perceptions of the area to bring about a 
meaningful level of regeneration. 

More recently the area has been subject to various 
initiatives including public realm design studies, 
marketing strategies such as “SoHo - South of 
Heuston” -  a proposal to develop the area into a family 
friendly residential quarter, announced in 2008 - and 
the “Creative Corridor”, an economic strategy designed 
to tap into the area’s potential as a centre for creative 
industries in the city, using the presence of NCAD and 
the Digital Hub as key anchors.  In addition, a range of 
ambitious private sector developments have been 
proposed, although many of these have since fallen 
foul of worsening economic circumstances. 

In 2009, Dublin City Council prepared a very detailed 
Local Area Plan for the Liberties, espousing a far 
reaching vision for the area, while Thomas Street was 
also declared an Architectural Conservation Area, finally 
recognising the enormous architectural heritage of the 
area. 

Right:  Right:  Right:  Right:  The iconic St. Patrick’s Tower Windmill, located 
within the Digital Hub campus. The Digital Hub is a major 
employer on Thomas Street and is expected to deliver 
much needed investment into The Liberties. 
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Adjoining Areas: Cathedral Quarter to Heuston and KilmainhamAdjoining Areas: Cathedral Quarter to Heuston and KilmainhamAdjoining Areas: Cathedral Quarter to Heuston and KilmainhamAdjoining Areas: Cathedral Quarter to Heuston and Kilmainham    

Areas adjoining Thomas Street have seen their share of initiatives. To the east, framework plans were 
developed for the remaining sections of the City Walls, parts of which are still extant around Cornmarket, 
while the Ship Street-Werburgh Street Framework Plan (2005) seeks to stimulate the development of a 
“Cathedral Quarter” for the area between Christ Church Cathedral and St. Patrick’s Cathedral. Both plans 
provide guidance for key opportunity sites in the area and include proposals to improve the public realm and 
create new public spaces, however both plans remain substantially under-realised. These frameworks 
should remain the basis from which to drive a high quality vision for the whole south-west quarter of the city 
centre and should be advanced in conjunction with other initiatives such as the refurbishment of Dublin 
Castle by OPW, greatly enhancing the tourism function of our most important State complex, and the 
preparation of the River Liffey Framework Plan by Dublin City Council, which will enhance and develop the 
amenity value and urban character of the river and its surrounding quays and streets.  

To the west of Thomas Street, framework plans and urban renewal projects have also been developed for 
the area around Heuston, including a “Museum Quarter” cluster centred on the National Museum at Collins 
Barracks, IMMA and other attractions in the area, which seek to harness and protect the historic character 
and features of these areas while providing for improved streetscapes, public spaces and legibility within 
the wider city.  The realisation of these plans will help to further diversify the cultural and leisure activities in 
the city and create new opportunity to develop Dublin’s tourism appeal. 

Above: Above: Above: Above: Thomas Street in the 1970s. The street has always been a lively and bustling city market place. All of the 
buildings pictured in this terrace survive today, though many are now in a poorer state of repair, and in some 
cases have had their top storeys demolished.   
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There are a number of Dublin City Council planning policies and objectives and planning-related initiatives 
currently in place for Thomas Street and The Liberties, which together are intended to guide the 
development of the area as an historic and vibrant city centre district.   

 

The three statutory plans which apply to the area are: 

� Dublin City Development Plan 2011—2017 

� Liberties Local Area Plan (2009) 

� Thomas Street Architectural Conservation Area (2009) 

    

    

    

    

Dublin City Development Plan 2011Dublin City Development Plan 2011Dublin City Development Plan 2011Dublin City Development Plan 2011————2017201720172017    

The City Development Plan is the primary statutory planning and policy document of Dublin City Council. A 
Plan is made every six years by the elected members of the Council and the current plan came into force in 
December 2010. In a departure from previous city development plans, this new plan proposes a 30 year 
vision for Dublin City and hence many of its aims and objectives are long term.   

The Dublin City Development Plan 2011-2017 contains a range of broad policies and objectives which can 
be related to Thomas Street and its environs. These range from measures to foster Dublin’s unique 
character and culture contained in Chapter 7; policies which strengthen the role of historic market streets 
such as Thomas Street as part of the wider retail offer of the city contained in Chapter 10; to a recognition 
of the value of used upper floors of historic buildings for residential use in Chapter 11. 

Specifically, Thomas Street is identified by the Council as a Key Historic Route, alongside streets such as 
Aungier Street, Capel Street, Camden Street/Wexford Street, Dorset Street, and South Great George’s 
Street, The Plan states that “Dublin City Council recognises the importance of these routes and will “Dublin City Council recognises the importance of these routes and will “Dublin City Council recognises the importance of these routes and will “Dublin City Council recognises the importance of these routes and will 
encourage high quality innovative design that responds to their historic context.”encourage high quality innovative design that responds to their historic context.”encourage high quality innovative design that responds to their historic context.”encourage high quality innovative design that responds to their historic context.” 

The Plan also recognises Thomas Street’s important role as a market street, serving an historic surrounding 
area - The Liberties. The Plan recognises the challenges which streets such as Thomas Street are facing as 
they seek to adapt to new retailing demands. The Plan commits the Council to “improving the physical “improving the physical “improving the physical “improving the physical 
integration of these market streets and enhancing their pedestrian connection to the city centre as a means integration of these market streets and enhancing their pedestrian connection to the city centre as a means integration of these market streets and enhancing their pedestrian connection to the city centre as a means integration of these market streets and enhancing their pedestrian connection to the city centre as a means 
of protecting their important function”.  of protecting their important function”.  of protecting their important function”.  of protecting their important function”.      

The Plan also recognises the positive effects which clustering of uses can have, and the commercial 
benefits to be gained by exploiting connections with the tourism and cultural attractions in these areas.   

Statutory Plans Currently in Place for Thomas Street and Environs Statutory Plans Currently in Place for Thomas Street and Environs Statutory Plans Currently in Place for Thomas Street and Environs Statutory Plans Currently in Place for Thomas Street and Environs     
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The bell towers of the Church of St. Nicholas of 
Myra, Francis Street, and St. Patrick’s Cathedral 
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Liberties Local Area Plan Liberties Local Area Plan Liberties Local Area Plan Liberties Local Area Plan     

The Liberties Local Area Plan was adopted by Dublin City Council in May 2009 following a period of 
extensive community engagement and negotiation. The Plan seeks to achieve the social, economic and 
physical regeneration of the area by providing a co-coordinated approach to the development of key sites 
and by exploiting opportunities for the provision of new community infrastructure, new open spaces and 
public realm improvements. Given the pivotal position of Thomas Street and James’s Street as the main 
thoroughfare of The Liberties, they feature prominently among the policies and actions of the Plan. 

The Liberties LAP includes: 

� Key objectives for Thomas Street as part of The Liberties and The Coombe Character Area.  

� A development strategy for the street that seeks to galvanize public and private enterprise to create a 
vibrant district with its own unique place within the overall city identity of the 21st century.  

� Specific proposals for the improvement of the public realm, regeneration of the street’s building stock 
and the promotion of appropriate uses on the street.  

In addition, design guidelines are laid out for the significant development sites which lie to the south of 
Thomas Street between Francis Street and Meath Street. 

“ 

The Liberties LAP identifies a series of Character 
Areas within the LAP boundary, each with 
differing strategies, land use mixes and 
attractions.   

Thomas Street is at the heart of The Liberties and 
The Coombe Character Area (left, in orange). The 
Plan states that “the positive existing 
characteristics of this area should be enhanced 
through restoration and sensitive infill that 
reflects the historic form of this important 
commercial thoroughfare”.  

The Plan advocates respecting the traditional plot 
widths, building lines and materials of the street 
which are so integral to its character.  

The restored facades of historic buildings along with sensitive infill 
development have created an attractive backdrop to this bustling 

shopping street with its historic churches and lively cafés bars and 
restaurants. The public realm has been restored and the character and 
feel of Thomas Street has been maintained, once again it can live up to 

its original name of “slige more.” 

In its 2020 Vision for the Liberties2020 Vision for the Liberties2020 Vision for the Liberties2020 Vision for the Liberties, the LAP imagines Thomas Street 10 years from now: 
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What The Liberties LAP means for Thomas StreetWhat The Liberties LAP means for Thomas StreetWhat The Liberties LAP means for Thomas StreetWhat The Liberties LAP means for Thomas Street    

The 2020 Vision for Thomas Street contained in the Liberties Local Area Plan stands in rather stark 
contrast to the continuing decay and dereliction experienced in 2011. Today, the integrity of many 
historic buildings along the street continues to be undermined by systemic neglect: most upper floors 
have fallen out of use or in some extreme cases have simply been abandoned, while vacancy at 
ground floor level remains a persistent feature of the street. It is not altogether certain that all of the 
street’s historic terraces will survive to 2020 unless attitudes to the built heritage change. 

However, the Liberties LAP does make some important decisions for Thomas Street. Most 
importantly, the Plan places an emphasis on the retention and renewal of historic built fabric, while 
requiring that any proposed new interventions on the street (such as on currently vacant sites or the 
replacement of poor quality 20th century buildings) respect the established heights, scale and plot 
widths of the historic streetscape. This emphasis is born out of a recognition that the negative cycle 
of large-scale acquisition, site assembly and forced neglect in order to create new development 
opportunities in the area has led to urban dereliction and the loss of much of the valuable character 
which makes Thomas Street so attractive.  

For the quality streetscapes of the 2020 Vision to be realised, a preference must now be shown for For the quality streetscapes of the 2020 Vision to be realised, a preference must now be shown for For the quality streetscapes of the 2020 Vision to be realised, a preference must now be shown for For the quality streetscapes of the 2020 Vision to be realised, a preference must now be shown for 
smallsmallsmallsmall----scale, communityscale, communityscale, communityscale, community----led development on the street informed by the principles of good led development on the street informed by the principles of good led development on the street informed by the principles of good led development on the street informed by the principles of good 
conservation that encourage a return to residential use of underused upper storeys and the conservation that encourage a return to residential use of underused upper storeys and the conservation that encourage a return to residential use of underused upper storeys and the conservation that encourage a return to residential use of underused upper storeys and the 
introduction of quality uses at ground floor level.introduction of quality uses at ground floor level.introduction of quality uses at ground floor level.introduction of quality uses at ground floor level.    
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Thomas Street & Environs Architectural Conservation Area Thomas Street & Environs Architectural Conservation Area Thomas Street & Environs Architectural Conservation Area Thomas Street & Environs Architectural Conservation Area     

An Architectural Conservation Area (ACA) is a statutory designation designed to protect an area or 
streetscape of particular importance or character. An area (or streetscape) is considered for designation 
where it can be demonstrated that it is of special architectural, historical, archaeological, artistic, cultural, 
scientific, social or technical interest or value or where an area contributes to the overall appreciation of 
Protected Structures. All property owners within an ACA must apply for planning permission for any changes 
to the exterior of a building that materially alters its character. This includes replacing windows and doors, 
shop fronts and brick repair etc. 

The Thomas Street & Environs ACA, which was adopted in 2009, was prepared by Dublin Civic Trust and 
comprises a very detailed analysis of the historic character and qualities of the area under the various 
criteria. Uniquely among ACA written statements, it includes a detailed inventory of historic buildings in the 
area and so provides a very useful tool for assessing planning applications and development proposals for 
significant sites within the ACA boundary.  It is the overall policy of Dublin City Council to protect and 
conserve the character and setting of the ACA, and the ACA document outlines a range of policies and 
initiatives to this effect.  

It is important to state that while the ACA places obligations on the owners and occupiers of buildings along 
the thoroughfare, the designation also provides significant impetus to the institutions, traders and residents 
on Thomas Street and in the surrounding streets to enhance the quality of their buildings, and to care for 
and retain the area’s most valuable resource: its historic character and charm.  

Above: Above: Above: Above: The extent of the Thomas Street & Environs ACA (outlined in green), which encompasses much of The 
Liberties and Coombe area.  Protected Structures are identified in red.  There is a particular concentration of 
Protected Structures along Thomas Street and within the NCAD campus. 
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“ 

What the ACA means for Thomas Street What the ACA means for Thomas Street What the ACA means for Thomas Street What the ACA means for Thomas Street     

Architectural Conservation Areas are still a relatively recent development for the city and most have only 
been put in place within the last 3-4 years.  As a result, ACA policy is still generally viewed as a passive 
planning tool: applications for development within these areas are assessed within the context of the 
guidance set out in their accompanying ACA statement, much of which is often broad and in some 
instances ambiguous. However, ACAs should be viewed a great opportunity for the city, a chance to 
articulate a clear vision for historic and architecturally important areas.  ACAs should be administered by 
dedicated teams that work actively with local property owners to encourage the care and maintenance of 
important buildings and streetscapes, and to develop through initiatives the historic character of areas. 
The Thomas Street ACA must be “sold” to the community as a positive intervention for the street. The Thomas Street ACA must be “sold” to the community as a positive intervention for the street. The Thomas Street ACA must be “sold” to the community as a positive intervention for the street. The Thomas Street ACA must be “sold” to the community as a positive intervention for the street.     

The special value of conservation 
areas lies in the architectural design 

and scale of these areas. 
Dublin City Development Plan 2011-2017 

No. 79 Thomas Street provides a good example of an historic building and Protected Structure within the 
ACA which has been restored to a high standard, while also adapted to modern demands.  Originally a bank, 
the building was constructed in 1888, and occupies a prominent position at the junction of Thomas Street 
and Francis Street. It now houses a stylish café at ground floor and offices above. 

The ACA designation is not designed to create a “living museum” in The Liberties, but rather is intended to The ACA designation is not designed to create a “living museum” in The Liberties, but rather is intended to The ACA designation is not designed to create a “living museum” in The Liberties, but rather is intended to The ACA designation is not designed to create a “living museum” in The Liberties, but rather is intended to 
promote architectural excellence and greater consideration for the traditional building styles, materials and promote architectural excellence and greater consideration for the traditional building styles, materials and promote architectural excellence and greater consideration for the traditional building styles, materials and promote architectural excellence and greater consideration for the traditional building styles, materials and 
features which are found on the street and within The Liberties area. The ACA designation is a badge of features which are found on the street and within The Liberties area. The ACA designation is a badge of features which are found on the street and within The Liberties area. The ACA designation is a badge of features which are found on the street and within The Liberties area. The ACA designation is a badge of 
honour for the district rather than an impediment to its development.honour for the district rather than an impediment to its development.honour for the district rather than an impediment to its development.honour for the district rather than an impediment to its development.    
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Thomas Street lies at the centre of a long route through the city which extends from the gates of Trinity 
College to the Royal Hospital at Kilmainham. It is an area of the city rich in civic and cultural institutions, 
amenities and attractions.  This east-west route takes the visitor from the commercial and ceremonial heart of 
the city at College Green, past Temple Bar, Dublin Castle and City Hall, to the Cathedral Quarter, through the 
medieval heart of the city around The Liberties, past the iconic St. James’s Gate Brewery and onto the 
charming suburb of Kilmainham with its three classical hospitals, including the Royal Hospital incorporating 
IMMA.  The East-West Tourist Spine is now increasingly recognised as one of the most important economic 
corridors in the city; holding enormous potential to develop further high quality visitor attractions and 
providing considerable opportunities for complementary businesses and uses along its route. 

Our concept of the East-West Tourist Trail is that a visitor to Dublin should be capable of experiencing all the 
richness that the city has to offer through a series of clusters along a key route. The trail forms a legible 
connection between the key character areas of the south city; from College Green, Temple Bar, Old City, The 
Liberties and The Coombe, onwards to the Museum Quarter and Phoenix Park. With careful design, visitors 
can be encouraged to explore a wealth of attractions along the route or to venture off to experience other 
aspects of the city.  

The EastThe EastThe EastThe East----West Tourist Trail: A New Economic Corridor for the CityWest Tourist Trail: A New Economic Corridor for the CityWest Tourist Trail: A New Economic Corridor for the CityWest Tourist Trail: A New Economic Corridor for the City    

James’s Gate Brewery | Kilmainham—Royal Hospital, Gaol | 

Heuston Station and LuasHeuston Station and LuasHeuston Station and LuasHeuston Station and Luas    

IMMA at Royal Hospital Kilmainham, IMMA at Royal Hospital Kilmainham, IMMA at Royal Hospital Kilmainham, IMMA at Royal Hospital Kilmainham, 
historic hospitals: St. Patrick’s historic hospitals: St. Patrick’s historic hospitals: St. Patrick’s historic hospitals: St. Patrick’s 

Hospital, Dr. Steeven’s HospitalHospital, Dr. Steeven’s HospitalHospital, Dr. Steeven’s HospitalHospital, Dr. Steeven’s Hospital    

James’s Street Churches, James’s Street Churches, James’s Street Churches, James’s Street Churches, 
graveyard park and historic graveyard park and historic graveyard park and historic graveyard park and historic 

streetscape and fountainstreetscape and fountainstreetscape and fountainstreetscape and fountain    

Guinness Storehouse Guinness Storehouse Guinness Storehouse Guinness Storehouse ----    
industrial heritage industrial heritage industrial heritage industrial heritage     

Grand Canal Basin Grand Canal Basin Grand Canal Basin Grand Canal Basin ----        
potential attractionpotential attractionpotential attractionpotential attraction    

NCAD NCAD NCAD NCAD ---- College of Art & Design,  College of Art & Design,  College of Art & Design,  College of Art & Design, 
exhibition centre, design shopsexhibition centre, design shopsexhibition centre, design shopsexhibition centre, design shops    

St. Catherine’s St. Catherine’s St. Catherine’s St. Catherine’s 
Church, potential Church, potential Church, potential Church, potential 
new museumnew museumnew museumnew museum    

Phoenix Park, National Museum at Collins Barracks | 
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The premise of the East-West Trail is simple: the development of a series of clusters of sights and 
attractions along the route, that attract higher volumes of tourists and visitors and encourage longer stays in 
the city as visitors take more time to discover new areas. This in turn provides footfall and custom for 
complementary business, such as cafés, restaurants and shops. Once the concept of the trail is recognised, 
the route can be consolidated and developed with new initiatives, new attractions and new businesses, 
continually improving the tourism product of the city.   

The East-West Trail is a visual expression of the important link between attractions and cultural institutions 
which at present often view themselves as separated from the main city centre. Under-visited areas such as 
The Liberties can be encouraged to develop in a new direction based on their position along the trail.    

Grafton Street Shopping Area | Castle Quarter | 

Old City | 

College Green | Temple Bar | River Liffey | 

The Liberties | 

Meath Street and Meath Street and Meath Street and Meath Street and 
Francis Street Francis Street Francis Street Francis Street 

Markets Markets Markets Markets ---- antiques  antiques  antiques  antiques 
and artand artand artand art    

Churches of St. Audeon, 
City Walls and Gate, 

Dublinia 

Dublin Castle, City Hall, 
Story of the City 

Exhibition, Chester 
Beatty Collection, Garda 

Museum 

River Liffey Boardwalk and 
connections to Capel 

Street and the City Markets 
Area and Smithfield 

Christ Church Cathedral, 
St. Patrick’s Cathedral, 
St .Werburgh’s Church, 
Iveagh Trust heritage  

Bank of Ireland, Old House 
of Lords, National Wax 

Museum, café life at Foster 
Place 

Trinity College, Book 
of Kells and Library 

Church of S.S. Church of S.S. Church of S.S. Church of S.S. 
Augustine & John Augustine & John Augustine & John Augustine & John ----    
E. Pugin designedE. Pugin designedE. Pugin designedE. Pugin designed    
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The concept of an East-West Tourist Trail must be viewed as more than a simple walking route marked on a 
map. It requires a mix of imaginative and practical measures and targeted investment on the ground in order 
to realise a city centre environment that is consistently appealing to visitors and Dubliners alike.  Four key 
qualities should underpin the development of the Trail: 

Realising the EastRealising the EastRealising the EastRealising the East----West Tourist TrailWest Tourist TrailWest Tourist TrailWest Tourist Trail    

� People must feel safe and comfortable at all stages along the 
route.  

� Antisocial behaviour must be vigorously tackled and the 
concentrations of treatment centres and other facilities found at 
various high profile locations along the route, which present a 
threatening atmosphere to city visitors, must be addressed. 

� The balance between traffic and the pedestrian must be more 
effectively weighted in favour of the pedestrian, with wider 
pavements where practical, broader road crossings with favourable 
sequencing of traffic signals, and attractive focal points at which to 
stop, rest and take stock.   

SAFETY+ SAFETY+ SAFETY+ SAFETY+ 
SECURITYSECURITYSECURITYSECURITY    

QUALITY QUALITY QUALITY QUALITY 
STREETSSTREETSSTREETSSTREETS    

� The route includes some of the city’s most historic and important 
streetscapes. Buildings should be smartly presented and well-
maintained. Restoration and refurbishment should be actively 
encouraged, shop fronts should be attractive and sensitive to their 
building, while extraneous signage and visual clutter should be 
minimised. 

� A diversity of uses and imaginative retailing should be proactively 
encouraged along the trail with concentrations of cafés and 
restaurants provided at key points. The active use of upper floors 
should be strongly supported and incentivised.  

� Streets must be well maintained and clean, with good quality 
paving, attractive street furniture and imaginative and vibrant 
planting employed consistently along the route.  

� Attention should be paid to important secondary routes which 
encourage exploration or which “loop” the visitor back into the city 
centre or towards public transport locations.  
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“ Dublin’s tourism industry relies largely on the city’s built heritage, with its 
unique character and identity as a city of neighbouring but distinct quarters.   

A challenge for this development plan is to unlock the tourism potential of 
the Medieval City ... and the Liberties (including the Cathedrals, St. 

Sepulchre’s Palace, Dublinia; St. Audoen’s Church, and Thomas Street).   

Dublin City Development Plan 2011—2017: Section 7.2.3  

 

INFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATIONINFORMATION    

 
EXPERIENCEEXPERIENCEEXPERIENCEEXPERIENCE    

� Attractions along the route must be encouraged to work together within 
a cluster, devising strategies with local businesses to maximise of the 
commercial potential of visitors to their locale.   

� Maps and new media “apps” should be developed for key character 
areas along the route to encourage visitors to venture off the beaten 
track and discover new areas of the city.  For example, a “Liberties” 
website could be developed as a tourism and cultural resource for that 
area. 

� Mini-Culture Nights, market days, festivals and restaurant nights should 
be organised for areas such as Old City and The Liberties.     

� Consideration should be given to the development of a new Liberties 
Museum on Thomas Street in a restored historic premises.  

� Visitor information is vital. Quality, well maintained way-finding signage 
should be installed along the route. Map panels should be installed at 
key locations. Consideration should be given to locating a small tourist 
information office on High Street or Thomas Street, promoting the wider 
Liberties area. 

� Historic street plaques and information boards should be installed 
highlighting points of interest, the origin of street names, etc.  

� Local historical groups and other bodies should be engaged to help 
devise walking routes and to operate cultural buildings and sites. 

� Flags and sculptural signage should be used to colourfully brand 
character areas and to aid legibility. 
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4 Valuing an Historic StreetscapeValuing an Historic StreetscapeValuing an Historic StreetscapeValuing an Historic Streetscape    

Architectural Significance of Thomas StreetArchitectural Significance of Thomas StreetArchitectural Significance of Thomas StreetArchitectural Significance of Thomas Street    
As one of the most historic thoroughfares in Dublin, Thomas Street and James’s Street play host to a 
remarkably diverse architectural legacy that principally dates from the last three centuries. Their stimulating 
streetscape scene of marching ranks of tall narrow buildings mixed with larger-scale commercial premises 
lends the route a distinctive and memorable quality.  Architectural expression is further informed by the 
streets’ historic role as an ancient route into the walled city of Dublin, retaining a wealth of medieval burgage 
plots and some late 17th and early 18th century buildings.   

However, due to dereliction and site vacancy, Thomas Street can all too easily be forgotten as one of the 
grand commercial streets of Dublin.  In architectural terms, it exceeds the status of modest market and retail 
streets such as Camden Street and Capel Street, with its grand set-piece buildings offset by more modest 
building grain.  The thoroughfare exudes an imperious quality in parts, with an often impressive breadth 
flanked by imposing commercial buildings of the 18th and 19th centuries.  This grandeur is further 
heightened towards the centre of the street, dominated by the soaring entrance portal and spire of the 
Church of S.S. Augustine and John, and the gracious classical facade of St. Catherine’s Church with its 
flanking civic space, which injects an unexpected continental European flavour into this otherwise 
unpretentious Dublin merchant thoroughfare.  Further west, James’s Street gives over to the imposing 
architectural language of Victorian industrial strength with the onset of the Guinness Brewery and its variety 
of solidly designed industrial and administrative buildings.  

 

Building GrainBuilding GrainBuilding GrainBuilding Grain    

In spite of the grandeur of the prominent displays of wealth and commercial power along the thoroughfare, it 
is the modest building grain of Thomas Street and James’s Street that lends the route its special quality - the 
simple, well proportioned, classically informed facades of merchant houses, shops and premises that 
dominate large swathes of the two streets.  Individually, many of these buildings are unremarkable other 
than for their age and the quality of their craftsmanship, but cumulatively they comprise a distinctive urban 
vernacular street architecture that can only emerge from centuries of evolution, based on inherited traditions 
of design and craft.  This is a remarkable legacy of the lives of generations of citizens that is impossible to 
recreate once it is lost.   

The streetscape buildings of Thomas Street and James’s Street represent a unique and irreplaceable The streetscape buildings of Thomas Street and James’s Street represent a unique and irreplaceable The streetscape buildings of Thomas Street and James’s Street represent a unique and irreplaceable The streetscape buildings of Thomas Street and James’s Street represent a unique and irreplaceable 
inheritance; one that demonstrates the evolution of the thoroughfare over time, and the culture and inheritance; one that demonstrates the evolution of the thoroughfare over time, and the culture and inheritance; one that demonstrates the evolution of the thoroughfare over time, and the culture and inheritance; one that demonstrates the evolution of the thoroughfare over time, and the culture and 
aspirations of many inhabitants and traders during their own short windows of opportunity in the midst of the aspirations of many inhabitants and traders during their own short windows of opportunity in the midst of the aspirations of many inhabitants and traders during their own short windows of opportunity in the midst of the aspirations of many inhabitants and traders during their own short windows of opportunity in the midst of the 
streets’ long history.  It is these buildings that arguably comprise the route’s single greatest asset. streets’ long history.  It is these buildings that arguably comprise the route’s single greatest asset. streets’ long history.  It is these buildings that arguably comprise the route’s single greatest asset. streets’ long history.  It is these buildings that arguably comprise the route’s single greatest asset.     
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There are three main historic building types on Thomas Street. With their hierarchy of scale and design 
importance, they bring order and coherence to the street.  

 

Major Public BuildingsMajor Public BuildingsMajor Public BuildingsMajor Public Buildings    

This group is dominated by churches, including S.S. Augustine and John and St. Catherine’s on Thomas 
Street, and the two churches dedicated to St. James on James’s Street. These comprise the most important 
buildings along the route in both architectural and streetscape terms.      

 

Building Types on Thomas Street Building Types on Thomas Street Building Types on Thomas Street Building Types on Thomas Street     
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LargeLargeLargeLarge----scale Commercial Premisesscale Commercial Premisesscale Commercial Premisesscale Commercial Premises    

These imposing buildings were erected during the industrially prosperous era of the late 19th century. They 
range from the grandiose former Blanchardstown Mill (now Lidl) in the centre of Thomas Street, banking and 
wholesaling premises such as those flanking Cornmarket and the entrance to Thomas Street, to the larger-
scale administrative buildings of the Guinness complex lining James’s Street.  

    

Modest Merchant Buildings Modest Merchant Buildings Modest Merchant Buildings Modest Merchant Buildings     

These buildings comprise the majority of historic building stock along Thomas Street and James’s Street, with 
tall brick and render facades fronting deep, narrow plots. Examples include the stretch of buildings extending 
from Vicar Street to Meath Street, and merchant townhouses and shops owned by The Digital Hub west of 
Thomas Court. This group, often unassumingly, contains some of the oldest buildings on the street.  
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As with most cities, Dublin’s traditional building stock employs a relatively limited range of materials and 
architectural features in its composition, born out of what was originally available or locally manufactured, 
and established traditions in building and craft. As a result, Thomas Street and James’s Street exhibit a 
distinctive character and identity, with a shared palette of materials and various design influences unique to 
particular periods in time. In many cases, the qualities of these features and materials have been lost 
through incremental accretions and alterations, replacement of original fabric, and often wholesale neglect - 
much of it only originating in recent times. With care and attention, however, the beauty and integrity of 
these elements can be successfully restored.   

    

BrickBrickBrickBrick    

Brick is the dominant facade material of buildings on Thomas Street, facing merchant townhouses, grand 
Victorian commercial premises and modern apartment developments. Historic brick in Dublin can be 
divided into two categories: handmade brickhandmade brickhandmade brickhandmade brick and machinemachinemachinemachine----made brickmade brickmade brickmade brick, with handmade brick dominating up 
to the introduction of machine-made brick in the mid-19th century (pictured opposite). Two pointing 
methods were commonly employed to disguise poor quality handmade brick: wiggingwiggingwiggingwigging and tuck pointingtuck pointingtuck pointingtuck pointing, 
both of which, though approached differently, involved creating fine joint lines using white and coloured 
mortars to give the impression of gauged brickwork. This can be seen on many of the older buildings of 
Thomas Street and James’s Street and is integral to their appearance.   

StoneStoneStoneStone    

Granite is the dominant stone used in construction along Thomas Street and James’s Street, facing major 
public buildings such as S.S. Augustine and John and St. Catherine’s Church, and the ground floor frontages 
of a number of commercial premises (as seen opposite). It also features as a robust dressing on many 
buildings for window sills, cornices and coping, and as a durable paving material along the route in paving 
stones and kerbing. Limestone is used to dramatic effect on buildings such as the two St. James’s churches 
and on the occasional commercial premises such as The Food Gallery at No. 84 Thomas Street (glimpsed to 
the left of the building opposite). It can also be seen comprising many of the boundary walls of the area. Red 
and yellow sandstone and terracotta can be found dressing churches and larger commercial premises.   

Render Render Render Render     

A number of premises on Thomas Street feature rendered facades. Render tends to be a later addition on 
Dublin buildings, layered over an older brick facade that may have become sullied by pollution, or that once 
featured pointing or brickwork in need of renewal.  In many cases rendering was a simple way of making 
buildings look more modern and fashionable.  While it is not always recommended that render be removed - 
in some cases the render may be considered part of the building’s history, in others the underlying surface 
may be in very poor condition - positive results can be achieved in restoring a building back to its original 
brick appearance where there is a visual gain to the streetscape and improves the fabric of the building.  

 

 

 

 

Materials and Architectural FeaturesMaterials and Architectural FeaturesMaterials and Architectural FeaturesMaterials and Architectural Features    
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Typical Thomas Street building at No. 83, 
dating to the late 19th century. 
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WindowsWindowsWindowsWindows    

Windows are the eyes of a building. They lend architectural 
expression to facades, which in Dublin are relatively simple and 
classically ordered in design, and depend on fenestration for 
proportionality and architectural interest rather than applied 
decoration. The design and detailing of windows are therefore of 
supreme importance to Thomas Street and James’s Street, not 
only as they conform to the period of individual buildings and 
complement their expression of a particular time, but also as they 
lend variety and animation to the streetscape. The unique and 
irreplaceable qualities of historic hand-blown glass are a further 
testament to the skills and technological abilities of particular 
periods, while the high quality of the timber and craftsmanship 
originally employed in windows’ construction are also valuable 
commodities in a modern world of mass production and 
disposable materials.  

The Thomas Street route features a wealth of historic window 
types dating from three centuries of development. This display of 
styles is as much an important historic inheritance as it is a vital 
element in the modern-day presentation of the thoroughfare. The 
earliest windows on the route, rare early 18th century six-over-six 
sashes with chunky glazing bars, can be found in sheltered 
locations such as a basement of a house on James’s Street and 
on the side elevation of the Pharmacy at No. 55 Thomas Street. 
Later 18th century sash windows with refined detailing survive on 
premises such as Jas Fagan at No. 75, while early 19th century 
sash windows are more commonplace, such as the extensive 
array seen in Digital Hub buildings on the corner with Crane Lane. 
Mid and late Victorian sheet glass windows, with often grand 
proportions, elegant segmental heads and two-over-two and one-
over-one glazing patterns, dominate large swathes of the route, 
particularly the Guinness buildings on James’s Street and the 
19th and early 20th century commercial buildings of Thomas 
Street.  

While sash windows are the format that dominates, casement windows can also be found and comprise an 
important part of the architectural heritage of the street. Similarly, unusually shaped and detailed sash 
windows such as those of the priory of S.S. Augustine and John add interest and individuality to the 
streetscape, while irreplaceable historic glass adds a further texture and visual quality.  

Collectively, the window heritage of the thoroughfare is one of its most important assets, warranting Collectively, the window heritage of the thoroughfare is one of its most important assets, warranting Collectively, the window heritage of the thoroughfare is one of its most important assets, warranting Collectively, the window heritage of the thoroughfare is one of its most important assets, warranting 
protection, enhancement and reinstatement where it has been lost to modern insertions that are out of protection, enhancement and reinstatement where it has been lost to modern insertions that are out of protection, enhancement and reinstatement where it has been lost to modern insertions that are out of protection, enhancement and reinstatement where it has been lost to modern insertions that are out of 
character with the buildings.  character with the buildings.  character with the buildings.  character with the buildings.      
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RoofsRoofsRoofsRoofs    

The roofscape of an historic street like Thomas Street forms an integral part of its character. The undulating 
rooflines of parapets, roof pitches and chimneys are highly visible features on the streetscape, generating a 
sense of enclosure and architectural interest as the street curves into the distance. Historic elements such 
as natural slating, ridge tiles, granite coping, chimneystacks with plain and decorative terracotta pots, and 
rare cruciform plan and other early roof structures, are all important elements of this fabric.  

    

Shop Fronts Shop Fronts Shop Fronts Shop Fronts     

Shop fronts are a critical part of architectural expression on a commercial street like Thomas Street. While 
very few historic shop fronts survive today, the principles of quality, well proportioned design that acts in 
harmony with upper floor facades are equally applicable to modern retail outlets. Traditionally, timber was 
used as a shop front facing material on Thomas Street in the 18th and 19th centuries. One of the oldest 
examples survives on the Pharmacy at No. 55 dating to the early 1900s, with handsome proportions and a 
simple fascia board and pilasters, while a striking Art Nouveau style shop front stands across the road at 
No. 116, elegantly incorporating a carriage arch and upper floor entrances. The nearby former Gilbey’s shop 
front at No. 118 is a rare Victorian survivor, complete with polished granite columns and carved foliate 
capitals. Decorative console brackets survive on a number of premises along the route, while other 
elements such as pilasters may still survive on shops hidden by cladding and fascia boards. Grander 
commercial buildings incorporate their ground floor frontage more robustly into the architectural character 
of their building, such as the former Power’s (NCAD) premises with its channelled granite facade, and former 
banks and large merchant warehouses with offices above, often with large windows set into ashlar 
stonework positioned at a higher remove from street level.   

Modern shop frontages predominate on historic buildings today, however most are poorly presented in 
terms of scale, design and colouring, and how they relate to upper facades. Large plastic fasicas jostle for 
attention, while in other cases poor quality reproduction designs do a disservice to both traditional and 
contemporary design. As shop fronts are a prominent feature of most buildings, they require coordinated 
design principles that promote harmony yet individuality along the streetscape.  
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5 Building Conservation and RenewalBuilding Conservation and RenewalBuilding Conservation and RenewalBuilding Conservation and Renewal    

Why Conserve?Why Conserve?Why Conserve?Why Conserve?    
The architecture and historic buildings of Thomas Street are its greatest physical asset.  The evocative and 
highly engaging streetscape of Thomas Street sets it apart from other areas of the city and imbues the area 
with a sense of quality. It is therefore vital that the conservation and renewal of this streetscape forms a key 
element in the strategy to improve the public face of the street. 

The key agents in this endeavour are building owners and tenants.  These stakeholders make small 
decisions every day which affect the public’s perception of the Thomas Street, for good and for bad.  From 
the failure to undertake repair and maintenance of a building, to making inappropriate alterations to an 
historic property such as replacing original windows or a simple poor choice of paint colour or shop front 
materials - all these actions can contribute to a poorer perception of the street.   

Equally, enlightened interventions, whether large or small, can lift and enhance the street: cleaning 
brickwork, restoring an original shop front or creating an inviting and imaginative window display. 

Undeniably, maintaining any building takes money.  However, there are economic benefits to be gained from 
properly conserving and caring for old buildings.  These properties have irreplaceable qualities and character 
which few modern buildings have succeeded in creating.  Older buildings remain highly desirable as places 
to live and work in, and when the right conditions are created can form the backdrop to the reinvention of 
Thomas Street as an elegant and stylish city centre destination.   

Equally, the duty of care which owners have to their properties requires support from both central 
government and Dublin City Council.  Conservation grants are in place but are often difficult to access.  
Advice and guidance on best practice conservation can also be hard to obtain.  Dublin City Council must 
undertake a proactive approach to this area; helping where it can and making the range of grants and 
services to building owners more accessible and effective.  Shared initiatives should also be considered to 
help engender a sense of energy behind building conservation and streetscape enhancement. 

 

Key Objectives for Building Owners and Dublin City Council:  

� Seek the restoration of broken sections of streetscape and actively promote 
refurbishment and renewal of historic buildings 

� Promote high quality shop fronts and encourage a diversity of ground floor uses 

� Incentivise the return to use of upper floors 

� Encourage the retention and restoration of historic features such as timber sash 
windows and brickwork   
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“ 

ImportanceImportanceImportanceImportance    

The facades of street buildings comprise the public face of an 
urban centre.  Not only do they showcase the enterprise of 
property owners and traders, collectively they represent the 
aspirations of a citizenry and the trading culture of individual 
streets.  Unlike shop fronts, where transient displays and 
ever-changing fashions dictate appearances at street level, 
the presentation of upper floor facades is a more permanent, 
civically important consideration.  When one visits a street, it 
is the form of the buildings and the design and maintenance 
of the upper floors that influence first impressions, and 
capture the eye as one looks down.  If building truncation, 
redundant signage, inappropriate windows and untended 
facades predominate, a discordant and second-rate 
impression is given.  If facades are well presented, with 
historically appropriate fenestration and pointing, quality 
signage and well appointed render and paintwork, an 
altogether more comfortable, pleasant atmosphere is 
generated.  

 

On an historic thoroughfare like Thomas Street and James’s Street, period structures dominate the building 
stock and almost entirely shape the route’s character.  In this context, it is important that the architectural 
detail of historic facades is understood and respected, and that appropriate methods and materials are used 
in repair and upgrading. Inappropriate alterations such as window replacement and cement pointing can 
severely damage the appearance, and in some cases the actual fabric, of a period building.  By contrast, 
complementary works such as sash window restoration and careful repair of fine tuck pointing or wigging can 
dramatically improve the appearance of a building and increase its value.  Applying these principles to a 
grouping of properties, the image of a street can be transformed.  

 

Presentation of Buildings to the StreetPresentation of Buildings to the StreetPresentation of Buildings to the StreetPresentation of Buildings to the Street    

The facades of buildings form the public face of the street - 
they should be given as much care and attention as an 

imaginative window display. They are the showcase of an 
historic thoroughfare. 
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Some Common Problems Some Common Problems Some Common Problems Some Common Problems     

1. Replacement Windows1. Replacement Windows1. Replacement Windows1. Replacement Windows    

The replacement of historic windows with modern uPVC 
and aluminium equivalents is a common theme along the 
street. This practice, which began in earnest in the 1970s, 
has a degrading impact on street architecture. Not only do 
they lack the design elegance, depth and detailing of 
original sash and casement models, replacement 
windows’ top-hung parts protrude beyond the building line 
when opened, creating a cluttered and tawdry 
appearance as they accumulate in view along the street. 
In terms of their relationship to the facades of historic 
buildings, replacement windows also lack the design subtlety and harmonisation with surrounding 
brickwork and masonry - a careful composition that is so much a part of historic street architecture.  

 

2. Projecting Signage, Lighting, Wiring and Redundant Services2. Projecting Signage, Lighting, Wiring and Redundant Services2. Projecting Signage, Lighting, Wiring and Redundant Services2. Projecting Signage, Lighting, Wiring and Redundant Services    

A problem common to many of Dublin’s commercial streets can 
be seen along the length of Thomas Street and James’s Street - 
arrays of cabling, lighting, alarm boxes and signage scarring the 
facades of historic buildings, much of it redundant or no longer 
in use. These elements detract from the often finely detailed 
facades of historic buildings and spoil the wider streetscape. 
Some are often high impact, such as projecting vertical signs 
that span multiple upper floors that intrude on vistas and 
generate a down-at-heel environment. A particular problem with 
these units is their potential for re-use by new building 
occupants, making them difficult to remove from a planning 
enforcement perspective. More subtly invasive is electrical and 
television cabling strung down facades or trunked above shop 
fronts, while projecting floodlighting and fascia lighting is often 
bulky and cumbersome. Cumulatively, these elements have an 
untidy and cluttering impact on the streetscape.  

 

3. Poorly Presented Render Finishes 3. Poorly Presented Render Finishes 3. Poorly Presented Render Finishes 3. Poorly Presented Render Finishes     

The simple matter of painting rendered facades is a practice commonly overlooked on the Thomas 
Street route. Most rendered facades are in poor condition, with flaking and peeling paint, and in 
some cases inappropriate colours used - yet repainting is one of the quickest and easiest ways to 
transform an upper floor facade. In some instances, render was applied over historic brickwork at a 
later date, and it is sometimes desirable to remove this subject to justification on conservation 
grounds and specialist advice.  
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4. Poorly Presented Brickwork4. Poorly Presented Brickwork4. Poorly Presented Brickwork4. Poorly Presented Brickwork    

Historic brickwork deteriorates over time in both appearance and structural integrity, however unlike many 
modern materials it can be successfully renewed. A common problem with facade brickwork on Thomas 
Street is heavy pollutionheavy pollutionheavy pollutionheavy pollution, caused historically by smoke and more recently by traffic, with resultant blackening 
and concealment of original colour and jointing. In some cases, this process can be considered part of the 
aged character of a building and is worthy of retention or partial retention, but often pollution can chemically 
degrade brick facings and pointing over time. Modern techniques of cleaning now allow for highly successful 
cleaning of brickwork and masonry.  

Heavy cement repointing Heavy cement repointing Heavy cement repointing Heavy cement repointing carried out during the 20th century 
is a further problem in evidence along Thomas Street. This 
practice is aesthetically crude as it takes away from the 
visual dominance of the brick, while also being damaging to 
the fabric of the brick itself by preventing joints from 
breathing and forcing moisture to evaporate through the 
face of the brickwork, causing it to spall. Depending on the 
strength of the cement and the extent of its application, it 
can be possible to remove this.  

The street facades of attic storeys were commonly rebuilt in 
Dublin during the 20th century due to poor maintenance of 
parapet valleys, which caused brickwork to fail at the 
uppermost levels. A problem associated with this 
phenomenon, as seen in some places on Thomas Street, 
was the deployment of mismatched modern brick mismatched modern brick mismatched modern brick mismatched modern brick when 
rebuilding. This creates a discordant patchwork impression 
when contrasted with historic brickwork of lower storeys, but 
this is still possible to rectify.   

Painting of brickwork Painting of brickwork Painting of brickwork Painting of brickwork is a significant problem on a number of 
buildings on the Thomas Street route. This was usually 
carried out in the early 20th century when it was not 
possible to effectively clean exterior masonry, or it was 
considered a cheaper alternative to repointing a facade. 
Painted brickwork creates an unsightly undulating facade 
imitating a rendered finish, while also depriving the street of 
a sophisticated historic brick elevation. Nonetheless, one of 
the unintended benefits of this practice is that historic 
pointing often survives in excellent condition beneath the 
protective coat of many years of paint, waiting to be re-
exposed. This can be done using modern techniques of 
removal.  

Right: Right: Right: Right: Problems with brick treatment on Thomas Street. 
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Restoring the facade of an historic building can often be seen as a daunting prospect. The perceived 
unknowns and costs involved in such work can often act as a deterrent, while modern methods of repair 
and improvement can sometimes seem like an easier option. Yet with a little thought and attention, the 
restoration of an historic exterior is generally a straightforward process, with standardised approaches to 
repair and conservation just as commonly in use as modern proprietary methods. Not only is a proper Not only is a proper Not only is a proper Not only is a proper 
conservation approach to brickwork, fenestration and roofing the aesthetically appropriate approach, in the conservation approach to brickwork, fenestration and roofing the aesthetically appropriate approach, in the conservation approach to brickwork, fenestration and roofing the aesthetically appropriate approach, in the conservation approach to brickwork, fenestration and roofing the aesthetically appropriate approach, in the 
long run it enhances an historic building’s ability to function and remain sound, and can often add long run it enhances an historic building’s ability to function and remain sound, and can often add long run it enhances an historic building’s ability to function and remain sound, and can often add long run it enhances an historic building’s ability to function and remain sound, and can often add 
considerably to the value of a property.  considerably to the value of a property.  considerably to the value of a property.  considerably to the value of a property.      

 

Approaches to the Repair and Conservation of Three Key ElementsApproaches to the Repair and Conservation of Three Key ElementsApproaches to the Repair and Conservation of Three Key ElementsApproaches to the Repair and Conservation of Three Key Elements    

Works carried out to the facade of an historic building should be guided by the principles of maximum 
retention of historic fabric, repair rather than replacement, replacement of historic elements on a like-for-
like basis where parts are beyond repair, and minimal intervention in respect of new additions (that new 
elements complement existing fabric).  

 

1. Restoring Brick1. Restoring Brick1. Restoring Brick1. Restoring Brick    

� Brick can be successfully cleanedcleanedcleanedcleaned by using water spray techniques and 
sometimes mild chemical cleaning. Both methods require specialist 
advice, with work carried out by experienced operatives.  

� RepointingRepointingRepointingRepointing has the ability to transform the appearance of a facade 
where existing pointing has failed or has been inappropriately repaired 
in the past. Hard cement weatherstuck pointing is generally difficult to 
remove and may have to be left in place if it proves resistant to removal. 
In other cases it can be carefully extracted using hand tools. New 
pointing should match the original pointing style, of which fragments 
often remain such as tuck pointing or wigging. Where original pointing 
survives in good condition it should be carefully retained.  

� Parapets or attic storeys previously rebuilt using mismatched brick may 
be unifiedunifiedunifiedunified into the lower facade using a similar pointing and coloured 
mortar treatment. Alternatively, wholesale replacement of the 
mismatched brick using a sourced similar brick may be desirable as a 
more permanent solution.  

� The removal of paint removal of paint removal of paint removal of paint from brickwork is an expert process that can yield varying results. The most 
successful method involves using a poultice applied to the paintwork that dissolves the paint and 
draws it out of the porous brickwork. Test areas should be carried out prior to large scale works being 
undertaken.  

Restoring Historic Facades Restoring Historic Facades Restoring Historic Facades Restoring Historic Facades     

Above: Above: Above: Above: Tuck pointing. Wigging is 
also common on Thomas Street.   
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2. Restoring Windows2. Restoring Windows2. Restoring Windows2. Restoring Windows    

� Historic windows are rarely beyond repair as they typically employ good quality timber in their 
construction with solid joints and well crafted sections. They can be entirely rehabilitated and brought 
back to their original appearance and working order with relatively little financial outlay and fuss. The 
finished product looks beautiful, adds value to an historic building, dramatically improves the 
appearance of the streetscape, and has the potential to last for generations.  

� Typically only the bottom rails of windows experience 
substantial decay - these can be repaired by splicing in a new 
timber section in their place, or in cases of minor decay, 
repaired using an appropriate durable filler. Loose joints can 
tightened by re-gluing and wedging as necessary.  

� Sticking and roughly gliding sashes are typically caused by a 
build up of paint or poor counterbalancing. These problems 
can be resolved by sanding down or stripping excess paint 
and/or rebalancing the box weights to either side. Sash cords 
may also need to be replaced. 

� Sash and casement windows can be successfully draught-proofed using a variety of proprietary 
draught brushes that require expert installation. These substantially cut down draughts, rattling and 
outside noise penetration. When coupled with internal shutters and curtains or thermal blinds, historic 
windows have been proved to match double-glazed standards of U-value performance and sound 
insulation.  

� Where historic windows have been lost to first generation uPVC and aluminium windows that now 
require replacement, it is sometimes possible to install reproduction timber windows that are double-
glazed in consultation with the planning authority. Generally this is a practice discouraged with 
Protected Structures, but other historic buildings in ACAs can sometimes acceptably host sensitively 
designed double-glazing. This practice is usually limited to one-over-one sashes, where delicate glazing 
bars are not affected by the structural demands of heavier double-glazed units. In all cases, sash 
sections, mouldings and putty lines should match historic styles and profiles. Historic glass should 
never be replaced by modern glazing.  

� Very often all that is required to bring historic windows back to life is a coat of paint. It is important that 
any decayed layers of paint are removed to reach a sound surface before repainting. Oil-based paints 
are always best for historic windows - ideally linseed oil paint where bare timber is being painted for 
the first time. Traditionally, windows were painted a variety of colours, particularly in the 19th century, 
and not always white as is popular today. Painting windows the same colour as a shop front, such as 
charcoal, dark green or deep red or wine can look extremely striking. Brilliant white should be 
discouraged on historic buildings, where softer shades such as ivory and cream are more desirable.  
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3. Restoring Shop Fronts3. Restoring Shop Fronts3. Restoring Shop Fronts3. Restoring Shop Fronts    

Very often the original elements of an historic shop front are concealed due to later additions and 
alterations. Careful visual analysis and opening-up works can reveal the original beauty of a shop front, as 
demonstrated in the case below with an Edwardian shop front that was designed as a unified composition 
incorporating a carriage arch. The removal of incongruous additions and the restoration of original elements 
would make this one of the most prestigious frontages on Thomas Street.     

 

    1 1 1 1 Handsome original pilasters and pear-shaped capitals. These and the entire shop front should be painted as a 
unified composition with softer complementary colours.     

2222    Hostile exterior mounted roller shutters. Should be demounted and new perforated shutters erected internally. 

3333    Original elegant Edwardian glazed window lights, painted over. Paint should be removed and glass restored.     

4444    New signage should be erected on original fascia board, comprised of individually mounted or painted lettering.     

5555    Presentation of gates should be improved through painting and removal of sheet metal panels.     

A Case for Reinstatement A Case for Reinstatement A Case for Reinstatement A Case for Reinstatement ---- Art Nouveau Shop Front, Thomas Street, c. 1900  Art Nouveau Shop Front, Thomas Street, c. 1900  Art Nouveau Shop Front, Thomas Street, c. 1900  Art Nouveau Shop Front, Thomas Street, c. 1900     

1111    

5555    

2222    

3333    

4444    
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Above: Above: Above: Above: A range of highly attractive shop 
fronts and elements, ranging from the 
exuberantly ornate to the more sedate and traditional.  Choice of colour and materials are key concerns with 
regard to shop front design. Understated designs and colour palettes work best in an historic context.    
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Marlborough Street Marlborough Street Marlborough Street Marlborough Street     

 

Pictured opposite is a project I recently worked on in 
Dublin city centre. Situated next to the Pro-Cathedral 

on historic Marlborough Street, the pair of late 18th century 
houses share a number of similarities with buildings on 
Thomas Street, with shops to the ground floor and fine brick 
facades above.    

Previously, the buildings featured low grade shop fronts made 
up of a number of cheap materials and large fascia boards. The 
aim of my involvement was to restore dignity to the properties by 
installing shop fronts appropriate to the style of the buildings 
that would also be attractive to prospective tenants.   

The work involved designing new timber frontages that made 
reference to traditional shop front materials and proportions, 
but in detailing were contemporary in style. I think we balanced 
this quite well, with simply detailed pilasters given a modern 
twist, and the originally large fascia board divided into two parts 
to introduce a degree of modulation and reduce its broad 
expanse. The shop fronts were finished off with elegant raised 
metal lettering and a crisp charcoal paint scheme.  

Compared to the cost of stone-clad and frameless-glazed shop 
fronts now commonly in use, this project was a relatively 
inexpensive option that produced excellent value for money. The 
street profile and quality of these shop units dramatically 
increased, while dignity was restored to this pair of fine 
Georgian buildings by using an appropriate design solution.  

This is a model of development I would recommend for many 
Thomas Street premises.  

 

“ 

Historic Joinery Case Study Historic Joinery Case Study Historic Joinery Case Study Historic Joinery Case Study ---- An Expert Opinion  An Expert Opinion  An Expert Opinion  An Expert Opinion  
Attending to details such as the joinery of individual buildings can have a considerable impact on the quality 
of an entire street. Here, Pat Lynch, expert joiner and director of Conservation Joinery Limited, outlines what 
can be achieved through the simple improvement of windows and shop fronts on a typical Thomas Street 
building by comparison with a recent project undertaken on Marlborough Street. It is clear that high quality 
joinery is not only cost-effective, it can dramatically boost the prestige of a building and retail outlet on the 
street.  
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Thomas Street Thomas Street Thomas Street Thomas Street     

 

This pair of buildings on Thomas Street are excellent 
contenders for a high quality restoration of shop 

fronts and windows, carried out in a coordinated way. They 
feature a good quality red brick facade from around 1900, 
but it has been compromised by the removal of original 
timber sash windows and their replacement with top-hung 
plastic frames. These first generation uPVC windows only 
have a few more years’ life, and will soon have to be replaced 
as parts and seals begin to fail. They also do not match the 
design elegance of historic sash windows or the flexible 
ventilation that sashes offer.  

At ground floor level the shop fronts are formless and 
contribute nothing positive to the streetscape. Roller shutters 
should not be mounted externally, while the fascia boards 
are too large for the proportion of the shop fronts as a whole.  

I would recommend the coordinated replacement of both 
shop fronts with new, well crafted timber models in either a 
historic or contemporary style. Installing both fronts together 
avoids a common problem with new shop front installations - 
a failure to take account of the upper facade. In this case, 
unified upper floors are presented to the street, therefore the 
shop fronts should also be unified and neatly incorporate 
upper floor access. I would recommend that the new shop 
fronts share the same design, but be painted a different 
colour and use different raised lettering to make each shop 
unit distinctive. This project would be a lot cheaper than what 
might be expected, especially relative to stone and glass 
fronts. I would estimate two high quality shop fronts to cost in 
the region of €10,000 - €12,000 each.  

I would also recommend the reinstatement of timber sash 
windows back to their original design. This was likely to be 
one-over-one format to most floors, with three-over-threes to 
the attic floor. As the sashes would be installed as new, there 
is potential to double-glaze the larger sashes subject to 
planning, and to install shutters inside which I have found are 
in growing demand amongst my customers for the comfort, 
security and flexibility that they offer.  

These buildings could be transformed by these relatively 
straightforward measures.  

“ 
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An effective means of encouraging the restoration of upper facades and improving the built environment of 
an historic street is the establishment of a facade restoration fund administered by the planning authority. 
This is a system that operates in a variety of forms in UK cities, where grant aid assistance is offered for 
facade and shop front improvement works from a fund managed by the local authority or designated 
heritage or business organisation. Works must generally meet certain criteria to be eligible, such as 
conforming to types of works specified in an associated policy document, like reinstatement of historically 
appropriate windows, removal of redundant signage, insertion of a well designed new shop front etc.  

This is a concept that could work particularly well on Thomas Street, where many buildings require facade 
improvement works, but where current low levels of tenancy and rental rates mitigate against an economic 
return from exclusively private investment in facade improvement.  

 

Thomas Street Facade Improvement Scheme  Thomas Street Facade Improvement Scheme  Thomas Street Facade Improvement Scheme  Thomas Street Facade Improvement Scheme      

It is recommended that an initiative be established by Dublin City Council to target private investment in the 
restoration of facades and shop fronts of Thomas Street. A fund in the region of €100,000 would be 
sufficient as an initial sum to initiate the project and establish local interest, with grant sums issued up to a 
maximum of €10,000 per applicant. The funds could be supplied as a joint venture between DCC, the 
National Lottery Fund and Fáilte Ireland; or monies could be ring-fenced from central government funds 
targeted at architectural heritage and tourism.  

An easily assessable policy document targeted at property owners and occupiers on the street would outline 
specific works eligible for financial assistance, while a project team would be established within DCC - 
perhaps in the Local Area Office or Planning Department - as a contact base for applicants. This team would 
have architectural, planning and conservation expertise and would offer assistance by way of site visits and 
an advisory service for recommended works.    

Recommended Works Eligible for AssistanceRecommended Works Eligible for AssistanceRecommended Works Eligible for AssistanceRecommended Works Eligible for Assistance    

� Traditional window repair and conservation 

� New traditional windows to replace inappropriate uPVC or aluminium frames 

� Shop front improvement or replacement 

� Removal or replacement of poor quality signage   

� Facade cleaning, re-pointing, paint stripping and painting 

� De-cluttering facades and shop fronts through removal/replacement of projecting elements 

Additional incentives could be offered by DCC including the provision of a permanent rotating scaffold 
provided through in-house services, which could also be effectively used to advertise the scheme to owners 
and occupiers on the street. Promotional literature and a public workshop would help generate further 
awareness of the scheme and build momentum behind the project.  

 

Potential Initiative: Facade Restoration Fund Potential Initiative: Facade Restoration Fund Potential Initiative: Facade Restoration Fund Potential Initiative: Facade Restoration Fund     
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THOMAS STREET 
Facade Restoration 

Fund 
 

Improving the face of one 
Dublin’s oldest streets    

Potential promotion of a Dublin City 
Council-led facade restoration fund. 
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Cash Converters Cash Converters Cash Converters Cash Converters ---- One of Thomas Street’s Wasting Assets  One of Thomas Street’s Wasting Assets  One of Thomas Street’s Wasting Assets  One of Thomas Street’s Wasting Assets     

Pictured below is one of the most prominent buildings on Thomas Street - Cash Converters 
located at the corner with Meath Street. A handsome late 19th century building, the 
appearance of this Victorian merchant premises has been compromised over the course of 
the 20th century by unsympathetic additions and alterations. Most visually corrosive has 
been the application of paint over the red brick facade and the erection of degrading 
plastic box-lit signage which detracts from the quality of the elevations.  

An impressive original shop front fascia and dentilated cornice terminated with decorative 
console brackets survives at ground floor level, however a poorly detailed and brashly 
coloured faux heritage shop front has recently been inserted beneath it, which also 
straddles the plot division with the neighbouring building with no regard for context nor the 
important position this key building holds on the streetscape.  
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A Restoration Proposal A Restoration Proposal A Restoration Proposal A Restoration Proposal     

The restored vista of Cash Converters indicates what could be achieved through some 
relatively simple improvement measures. The paint from the brickwork has been stripped off 
and re-pointed where necessary, while the decorative terracotta frieze at parapet level has 
been exposed once more, restoring the elegance befitting of a prominent corner building. The 
original sash windows have been repaired and painted, while largely redundant signage at 
upper floor level has been considerably rationalised.  

At ground floor level, the recently added shop front has been removed and the original high 
fascia re-acknowledged through the insertion of minimal piers framing large picture windows. 
Not only does this reinstate the approximate original design concept of the building, it also 
makes the retail unit much more prominent and valuable as a prime sales pitch.  

A new lease of life has been given to one of Thomas Street’s most important assets. A new lease of life has been given to one of Thomas Street’s most important assets. A new lease of life has been given to one of Thomas Street’s most important assets. A new lease of life has been given to one of Thomas Street’s most important assets.     

Photomontage by Peter Keenahan, Architect  
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Numbers 19 Numbers 19 Numbers 19 Numbers 19 ---- 21  21  21  21 ---- Amongst the Oldest Houses in The Liberties  Amongst the Oldest Houses in The Liberties  Amongst the Oldest Houses in The Liberties  Amongst the Oldest Houses in The Liberties     

This remarkable collection of buildings comprises one of the most significant stretches of 
streetscape on the Thomas Street route. Comprising an early 19th century house at No. 19 
and a pair of early 18th century houses at No. 20 and No. 21, these charming historic 
buildings, in conjunction with adjacent properties also owned by The Digital Hub, present 
an extraordinary array of distinctive Dublin houses types dating from a variety of periods.  

Most significant are the pair of houses at No. 20 and No. 21, which are two formerly gable-
fronted or ‘Dutch Billy’ houses dating from c. 1710 - 1735. This style of architecture was 
fashionable in Ireland and Dublin in the late 17th and early 18th centuries, where entire 
streetscapes were often populated by ranks of gables until the arrival of the typically 
’Georgian’ house in the mid-18th century with its flat parapet that we commonly recognise 
today. 

No. 21 is the earlier of the two houses, and while its facade has been rebuilt, the majority 
of the structure is intact, as is entirely the case with No. 20 which also retains its original 
charming ‘barley sugar’ staircase.  

Both buildings have largely been altered from recognition to the exterior through the 
removal of gables and roof structures, the application of render over brickwork, and the 
loss of original windows. The handsome classical proportions and delicate interior of No. 
19 have also been compromised by 20th century interventions and fire damage in more 
recent years. All buildings are eminently capable of restoration.  
Only No. 19 is currently a Protected Structure.  

                                                                NNNNoooo....    22221111                            NNNNoooo....    22220000                        NNNNoooo....    11119999    
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A Restoration Proposal A Restoration Proposal A Restoration Proposal A Restoration Proposal     

The restored vista presented below demonstrates what could be achieved through a faithful 
restoration of the pair of gable-fronted houses and the fine premises at No. 19. Based on 
similar gable-fronted house types and historic photographs of the buildings, it is possible to 
confidently reinstate the missing gables and cruciform roof structures of No. 20 and No. 
21, complete with historic fenestration, stripped render, replacement and re-pointed 
brickwork, and handsome shop fronts of a traditional and contemporary design. Stone 
platbands, arch-headed windows and chimneystacks have also been added in line with 
historic precedent. As there are no intact gable-fronted houses left anywhere in Dublin, the 
restoration of these houses to exacting historic standards would serve as an architectural 
showcase of national significance and would act as an attraction in themselves.  

Number 19 is also shown restored, with its brickwork stripped of paint, late Georgian sash 
windows reinstated, and an elegant contemporary shop front installed at ground floor level.   

One of the most significant historic streetscapes in Dublin has been returned to the city. One of the most significant historic streetscapes in Dublin has been returned to the city. One of the most significant historic streetscapes in Dublin has been returned to the city. One of the most significant historic streetscapes in Dublin has been returned to the city.     

Photomontage by Peter Keenahan, Architect  
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Massey’s and IAWSMassey’s and IAWSMassey’s and IAWSMassey’s and IAWS    

In spite of the much blighted appearance of this western stretch of Thomas Street, the terrace 
along its northern side retains a number of good quality historic buildings, including a 
significant early 18th century townhouse occupied by Massey’s that features an unusual, 
delicate, Regency-era brick facade with arched stone dressings. A fire gutted its interior in the 
1980s, destroying its early barley sugar staircase and resulting in the top storey being 
demolished. The substantial remains of a late Georgian house stand next door, however it too 
has lost its attic storey as well as its sash windows.  

The shop and charming historic shop front of Conway’s is all that remains of the second-hand 
furniture shop that operated here for many years, while Lynch’s pub is presented in much the 
same way.  

The historic alley of Marshalsea Lane between the two buildings has all but been extinguished 
as a result of the truncation of the flanking properties and the boarding up of its street 
frontage, but the route largely survives. The extraction of further building stock on the site of 
the IAWS car park further blighted this stretch of once intact streetscape.  
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Restored with Contemporary Infill Restored with Contemporary Infill Restored with Contemporary Infill Restored with Contemporary Infill     

In this restored vista of Thomas Street, the car park site of IAWS has been infilled with 
appropriately scaled, high density and high quality residential apartments with shop units to 
the ground floor. The facade and window alignments have been subtly modulated to 
reference the building grain of the street, taking account of its historic window patterns and 
the multiple building plots that characterised this site before it was cleared.  

Marshalsea Lane has been successfully reinterpreted with a pair of red brick ‘bookend’ 
apartment buildings incorporating the historic shop unit of Conway’s, that address the street 
and the laneway while providing further architectural interest and diversity on the streetscape.  

The distinguished townhouse occupied by Massey’s has had its top storey reinstated - ideally 
the coating of paint would also be stripped from its brick facade and its ground floor frontage 
improved. The elegant house at No. 142 has been faithfully restored through the rebuilding of 
its attic storey, the reinsertion of correct timber sash windows and a well proportioned new 
shop front.  

One of the most blighted stretches of Thomas Street has been pieced back together. One of the most blighted stretches of Thomas Street has been pieced back together. One of the most blighted stretches of Thomas Street has been pieced back together. One of the most blighted stretches of Thomas Street has been pieced back together.     

Photomontage by Peter Keenahan, Architect  
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Vicar Street TerraceVicar Street TerraceVicar Street TerraceVicar Street Terrace    
This much-blighted stretch of Thomas Street adjacent to the Vicar Street music venue has persistently 
deteriorated since the 1990s from an intact terrace of early 19th century buildings, some with brick and 
stucco facades, to the dismal semi-demolished scene presented today.  A fine Victorian shop front survives 
on the end house, but otherwise much of the terrace has been crudely altered with over-scaled shop fronts, 
signage, billboard advertising, replacement windows and in come cases bricked-up window opes. 

The prominence and civic importance of Vicar Street as a public gathering point goes unacknowledged in 
the treatment of the public realm, which is in poor condition, cluttered with utilities and the concrete bases 
of the sculptures, and offering no opportunity for public recreation outside the theatre.  

This complex array of buildings demands a well considered design to piece back its former coherence and 
streetscape legibility, as well as to accommodate economically viable residential and commercial uses at 
ground and upper floor levels.    
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Restored with Contemporary InfillRestored with Contemporary InfillRestored with Contemporary InfillRestored with Contemporary Infill    
Complicated sites such as this damaged group of historic buildings present a challenge to the architect, 
planner and urbanist.  Questions arise, such as: is the decay too far advanced to warrant retention? Is full 
restoration a more appropriate option in the historic streetscape to an entirely new design? Is a mixture of 
design approaches an acceptable conservation solution, or an affront to contemporary ideals? 

In the view below, the latter approach to reinstatement of the terrace has been set out to stimulate 
thinking about knitting old and new fabric together.  The group of buildings has been reassembled through 
a mixture of retention, restoration and insertion of contemporary infill, with the aim of ’telling the story’ of 
this notoriously neglected group of buildings, which in their own way have become a long-standing and 
noteworthy feature of Thomas Street. It is also important that such design is successful in its own right in 
synergising two idioms into a single, coherent entity. 

The far right-hand house (No. 60) has been stripped of paint and its brickwork and sash windows 
restored, while roller shutters have been removed from the shop front.  To the centre, what remains of the 
historic facades has been retained and fused with notional infill that reinterprets the window patterns 
below.  A similar treatment has been applied to the final brick house on the left, whose shop front has 
also been improved and traditional sash windows reinstated.  To the public realm, the ‘three heads’ 
sculpture has been retained, elevated and set permanently into a re-laid pavement.  This frees up space 
for public use with simple seating, perhaps with subtle lighting and some planting added in time, 
acknowledging the kink in the street as an appropriate resting point. 

 

Photomontage by Peter Keenahan, Architect  
See page 76 for further suggested improvements 
outside Vicar Street 
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Nos. 29 Nos. 29 Nos. 29 Nos. 29 ---- 36 including former Frawley’s Department Store  36 including former Frawley’s Department Store  36 including former Frawley’s Department Store  36 including former Frawley’s Department Store     
This stretch along the southern side of Thomas Street, extending from St. Catherine’s Church to mid-way 
towards Meath Street, is arguably the most prominent and visually arresting terrace on the thoroughfare. 
The subtle curve in the streetscape, combined with a discernable kink in the building line at No. 36, vividly 
evokes the medieval origins of Thomas Street and the many building plots that still conform to ancient 
divisions and boundary lines.  

This terrace is host to some of the most important buildings on Thomas Street, presenting an extraordinary 
roll-call of Dublin building typologies from three centuries of development. Most significant is No. 36 (below, 
left), a handsome five-bay mansion built by the banker Joseph Fade c. 1715, whose 20th century render 
façade belies the early Georgian town house that lurks behind. The modernist former Frawley’s department 
store with its distinctive ‘island’ shop window intervenes at Nos. 34-35, followed by a mid-18th century 
house at No. 33 and a rare example of what appears to be a modified, formerly twin gabled-fronted town 
house at No. 32. No. 30 is a fine, formerly gable-fronted or ’Dutch Billy’ house of c. 1740s with its original 
cruciform roof still largely intact but cleverly updated soon after construction with raised wall plates and a 
fashionable Georgian parapet added to the street. No. 29 is a robust Victorian reconstruction of an earlier 
house and features good quality interiors typical of merchant dwellings on Thomas Street.   

In totality, this stretch of Thomas Street presents an historic urban scene of considerable architectural 
significance, forming the backdrop and legible context to St. Catherine’s Church.     

                                                                                NNNNoooo....    33336666                            

        No. 29No. 29No. 29No. 29      

     Nos. 34     Nos. 34     Nos. 34     Nos. 34----35353535         
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Revealing Hidden Grandeur Revealing Hidden Grandeur Revealing Hidden Grandeur Revealing Hidden Grandeur     
The majority of this collection of buildings was scheduled for demolition in 2008 as part of an office and 
retail redevelopment, before the proposal was rejected by An Bord Pleanála following detailed public 
submissions in favour of the conservation and restoration of the existing historic structures which are of 
considerable streetscape value to Thomas Street. 

Presented below is what Thomas Street could look like with the subject buildings conserved and restored. 
The render has been stripped from the brickwork of No. 36 and its exposed box sash windows have been 
reinstated, revealing the grandeur and original design intention of this important mansion, complete with 
carriage arch that still survives at ground floor level. Paint has been stripped from the brickwork of the 
former Frawley’s store, while the facades of No. 30, No. 32 and No. 33 have been sensitively re-pointed 
and their sash windows reinstated, and well designed shop fronts installed at pavement level.    

To the public realm, the taxi rank has been moved and tree planting instated along the kerbline. The 
roadway has been laid in setts in the traditional manner as a visual cue to how Thomas Street could look 
with a high quality street surface. Elements such as this are critical to establishing the baseline character 
and atmosphere of a street - in the case of Thomas Street, creating a public realm commensurate to the 
distinguished civic status and historic origins of the thoroughfare.    

An historic urban streetscape of European quality and dimension has been sensitively restored.  

        

Photomontage by Peter Keenahan, Architect  
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The quality and ambience of an historic street such as Thomas Street as a place to live or shop or visit is 
undermined by a lack of attention to the public realm. The public realm encompasses everything from paving, 
street furniture, lighting, trees and planting, shop fronts and building facades, statues and ornaments.  
Historic granite paving flags, distinctive cast iron lamps, monuments and fountains: these features enhance 
the urban environment and enrich the experience of citizens and visitors alike. Creating a high quality public 
realm on Thomas Street is central to wider efforts to improve the condition of buildings along the street, to 
encourage new businesses and uses to the area, and to foster a greater degree of street life and activity 
throughout the day.  

Improving the Public RealmImproving the Public RealmImproving the Public RealmImproving the Public Realm    

6 The Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian Experience    

At present, the public realm on Thomas Street appears tired and dated. Owing in part to the topography of the 
street, but mainly to accommodate the flow of traffic and street parking, pavements are uncomfortably narrow 
in places with little provision for public space. The combination of mismatched paving materials such as 
concrete flags, brick and mass concrete, together with drab and utilitarian street furniture, serves to drain 
colour and visual interest from the street. With the exception of the central median at Cornmarket, the street 
is almost devoid of greenery or planting. Some positive interventions have been made along the street - the 
smart granite paving in front of St. Catherine’s Church and more recently at Cornmarket - but overall the lack 
of consistency of materials and styles contributes to a sense of a piecemeal approach and diminishes 
pedestrian enjoyment of the street.  
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Proposed Quality Bus Corridor Works for Thomas Street and James’s StreetProposed Quality Bus Corridor Works for Thomas Street and James’s StreetProposed Quality Bus Corridor Works for Thomas Street and James’s StreetProposed Quality Bus Corridor Works for Thomas Street and James’s Street    

Recent plans put forward by the Quality Bus Network office propose the creation of a quality bus corridor 
(QBC) along the length of Thomas Street and James’s Street.  While these proposals are largely intended to 
improve public transport mobility, the works provide a timely opportunity to reassess how Thomas Street 
should function and to address the pressing need for improvements to the public realm. Given the current 
economic climate, it is unlikely that many of the more ambitious plans suggested for the street in both the 
LAP and ACA statements can be realised in the near future.  Therefore, we suggest that some straightforward 
measures can be included within the scope of the QBC works which would contribute to a much improved 
public realm along the route from Christchurch Place to James’s Street, which includes Thomas Street.  
When future finances permit, it is suggested that the various recommendations of the LAP be revisited 
through a dedicated programme of works.   

Ultimately, however, a central goal of the QBC project must be to create a more balanced urban environment  
on Thomas Street, giving greater prominence, comfort and ease of movement to the street’s most important 
users - pedestrians.   

It is important that the QBC is not simply an imposition on Thomas Street, ferrying commuters through the It is important that the QBC is not simply an imposition on Thomas Street, ferrying commuters through the It is important that the QBC is not simply an imposition on Thomas Street, ferrying commuters through the It is important that the QBC is not simply an imposition on Thomas Street, ferrying commuters through the 
area and giving nothing back to the street. With due consideration, the QBC works can enhance Thomas area and giving nothing back to the street. With due consideration, the QBC works can enhance Thomas area and giving nothing back to the street. With due consideration, the QBC works can enhance Thomas area and giving nothing back to the street. With due consideration, the QBC works can enhance Thomas 
Street to create a more positive urban environment and image for the street. Street to create a more positive urban environment and image for the street. Street to create a more positive urban environment and image for the street. Street to create a more positive urban environment and image for the street.     

The consistent use of good quality paving materials, lighting and street 
planting, thoughtfully combined, would serve to create a fitting setting for the 
wider street fabric of historic terraces, landmark buildings and iconic 
churches.  

While public space on Thomas Street is scarce, the potential to create small 
focal points along the street can be explored to offer visual cues to 
pedestrians.  

From street lighting to signage, the reworking 
of a range of elements on the street can 
announce to the pedestrian that they are in an 
area that is well-tended, active and safe.  
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The Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian Experience    
Key Issues to be AddressedKey Issues to be AddressedKey Issues to be AddressedKey Issues to be Addressed    

The concerns of traffic dominate on Thomas 
Street. There is limited regard for the needs of 
pedestrians. Crossings at street junctions are 
narrow and disorientating and tend to “corral” 
pedestrians rather than allow them ease of 
movement. Traffic signals are sequenced 
solely to favour efficient traffic movement.    

Pavements are dull and lifeless. In parts, they 
are uncomfortably narrow, harrying the 
pedestrian and stymieing enjoyment of the 
street. Street furniture and lighting is drab and 
utilitarian and poorly coordinated.   

The laneways and alleys off Thomas Street 
are a very distinctive characteristic of the 
area but are often ignored and uncared for. 
Many contain historic stone surfaces and 
features such as granite bollards.  

There is an almost complete absence of 
greenery and soft buffers along the route from 
High Street to James’s Street. The existing 
median planting on High Street is scrappy, 
insubstantial and unappealing. 
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Visual clutter caused by excessive road 
signage, an overuse of bollards and 
uncoordinated street furniture degrades the 
urban environment and diminishes the civic 
quality of the street.   

Signage is an essential tool in helping people 
to navigate an area and encourage 
exploration and appreciation of an area.  
Despite the presence of so many popular 
attractions in The Liberties, Thomas Street is 
devoid of way-finder signage, street maps 
and historic information plaques. 

Extraneous signage, banners and clutter on 
buildings crowd onto the street as businesses 
jostle with each other to be “seen” by the 
passerby. The effect detracts significantly 
from the finer qualities of Thomas Street, 
such as its architecture.       

The small number of public parks along the 
route from Christ Church Cathedral to 
James’s Street suffer from issues such as 
inaccessibility, underuse, lack of passive 
surveillance and unimaginative layouts.  
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The Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian ExperienceThe Pedestrian Experience    
RecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendationsRecommendations    

1. Improving the Quality of Street Paving1. Improving the Quality of Street Paving1. Improving the Quality of Street Paving1. Improving the Quality of Street Paving    

The simple idiom of concrete flags with traditional granite kerbing should be retained, consolidated and The simple idiom of concrete flags with traditional granite kerbing should be retained, consolidated and The simple idiom of concrete flags with traditional granite kerbing should be retained, consolidated and The simple idiom of concrete flags with traditional granite kerbing should be retained, consolidated and 
repaired on the street for the medium term.  repaired on the street for the medium term.  repaired on the street for the medium term.  repaired on the street for the medium term.      

The materials laid underfoot convey many subliminal messages to the pedestrian - about a sense of quality, 
about care and cleanliness, about spirit and vitality, about special locations; and hence are an important 
consideration for any city street. For the most part, the pavements along Thomas Street and James’s Street 
comprise concrete flags, areas of concrete brick cobble locking, and some sections of tarmac and poured 
concrete pavement. Traditional granite stone kerbing is generally used throughout.   

Concrete slabs are economical, durable and easy to maintain; are easy to move and replace; and, if properly 
laid, can offer an aesthetically pleasing and proportioned aspect to the street environment. They can also be 
quite effectively combined with historic paving and granite, of which there remain examples on Thomas Street. 
While a higher quality treatment of surfaces, such as granite flags, along Thomas Street would be desirable, 
the existing surfaces, if well laid and well maintained, can be as effective in creating a high quality city centre 
environment.   

2. Improving Pedestrian Crossing Points and Denoting a “Civic Zone”2. Improving Pedestrian Crossing Points and Denoting a “Civic Zone”2. Improving Pedestrian Crossing Points and Denoting a “Civic Zone”2. Improving Pedestrian Crossing Points and Denoting a “Civic Zone”    

Thomas Street should become a “slow street” with greater priority afforded to the pedestrian.  Crossing Thomas Street should become a “slow street” with greater priority afforded to the pedestrian.  Crossing Thomas Street should become a “slow street” with greater priority afforded to the pedestrian.  Crossing Thomas Street should become a “slow street” with greater priority afforded to the pedestrian.  Crossing 
points should be widened and simplified, a city centre speed limit should apply, and surface treatments points should be widened and simplified, a city centre speed limit should apply, and surface treatments points should be widened and simplified, a city centre speed limit should apply, and surface treatments points should be widened and simplified, a city centre speed limit should apply, and surface treatments 
should be considered to denote a civic zone along the street.should be considered to denote a civic zone along the street.should be considered to denote a civic zone along the street.should be considered to denote a civic zone along the street.    

Crossing points around Thomas Street are generally hostile and intimidating due to their narrowness or 
through the practice of using railings to corral pedestrians and stymie natural crossing patterns. Broader 
pedestrian crossings, of perhaps 5m, should be created at the key crossing points on Thomas Street - at 
Francis Street, Meath Street and Bridgefoot Street. These broader crossings are a common feature in 
continental cities, and if introduced would provide a greater “comforting” effect to pedestrians and suggest 
that the balance on Thomas Street is weighted more in favour of the pedestrian.  

It is also recommended that the crossing points at Bridge Street onto Cornmarket and at the top of Bridgefoot 
Street should be redesigned: removing railings and providing a simpler and more direct crossing route. A new 
pedestrian crossing halfway along High Street (opposite St. Audeon’s Church) would serve to discourage 
speeding along this street while encouraging pedestrians to cross to explore the churches and their park.   

Thomas Street should be considered a slow street, not a fast transport corridor. Its primary function is retail, 
not a traffic route. The issue of safely and comfortably crossing the street has been raised as a key concern 
by students of NCAD and the employees at The Digital Hub which straddles both sides of Thomas Street.  A 
reduction in the speed limit along Thomas Street to 30km should be considered. There is also potential to 
use a coloured tarmac street surface, as found at College Green (opposite page), as a device to alert drivers 
that they are entering a civic zone, where more considered driving is required.  
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Thomas Street is located within a 50km speed limit area, 
and while traffic speeds might not always reach this 
level, the speed is hardly conducive to street activity.  

Pavement at Vicar Street: Areas of tarmac or mass 
concrete should be carefully re-laid with concrete slabs 
to create a harmonious pavement surface.   

Pavement at NCAD: The use of well laid concrete flags 
with granite kerbing should predominate. Cheap materials 
such as tarmac and mass concrete greatly diminish the 
quality of the street.  

Catherine’s Lane West: Any areas of historic paving 
encountered on the street and laneways should be 
preserved and restored where required. 

Chaotically surfaced pedestrian crossing at the 
junction with Meath Street. This important area 
requires widening and renewed surface treatment.  

Beige-coloured non-slip surface on College Green. 
This attractive treatment both denotes a pedestrian 
zone and complements historic streetscape.  
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3. Reallocation of Street Space for Pedestrians  3. Reallocation of Street Space for Pedestrians  3. Reallocation of Street Space for Pedestrians  3. Reallocation of Street Space for Pedestrians      

To maximise the quality of street environment for the pedestrian, reallocation of wide expanses of often To maximise the quality of street environment for the pedestrian, reallocation of wide expanses of often To maximise the quality of street environment for the pedestrian, reallocation of wide expanses of often To maximise the quality of street environment for the pedestrian, reallocation of wide expanses of often 
unnecessary road space must be made along the Thomas Street and James’s Street route. unnecessary road space must be made along the Thomas Street and James’s Street route. unnecessary road space must be made along the Thomas Street and James’s Street route. unnecessary road space must be made along the Thomas Street and James’s Street route.     

The amount of public space available on an historic thoroughfare like Thomas Street is limited, particularly 
where the street narrows in line with its medieval boundaries at so-called ‘pinch points’, such as at the 
junction with Meath Street. Traffic space already dominates large swathes of the street and is 
disproportionate relative to pedestrian provision, where the comfort of the pedestrian and the ability of 
businesses to adequately present themselves to the street are hindered by a hostile, traffic-dominated 
environment. Even broadly scaled areas such as the stretch of Thomas Street flanking The Digital Hub 
features a remarkably narrow pavement on its south side relative to the amount of road space provided for 
vehicles, and the more than 200,000 visitors who use this route to the Guinness Storehouse each year.  

This marked imbalance, that favours the dominance of traffic and the facilitation of fast movement of 
vehicles, must be addressed as part of the proposed QBC works, as well as a longer term public domain 
strategy for Thomas Street and James’s Street. The attractiveness of the route as a business, retail and 
leisure destination must become a priority for future improvement actions.  
 
Recommended Reallocation of Street SpaceRecommended Reallocation of Street SpaceRecommended Reallocation of Street SpaceRecommended Reallocation of Street Space 

� All traffic lanes, including bus lanes, along the route should not exceed statutory widths. There is 
considerable scope for reducing road area and widening pavements through narrowing existing overly-
wide traffic lanes. This is especially applicable along the Thomas Street approach to Cornmarket, the 
stretch along The Digital Hub, and parts of James’s Street.   

� Pavements should be widened wherever there is potential to do so. Where scope for consuming road 
space is limited, consideration should be given to shifting pavement space from one side of the street 
to the other. Moving a kerbline as little as 0.5 metre can make a considerable difference to the 
‘comfort factor’ of a narrow pavement, while reducing an already wide pavement by the same amount 
can have minimal impact. 

� Large expanses of roadway have a harsh, hostile and visually crude appearance in an historic street 
setting. Efforts should be made to reduce the visual impact of such wide areas, as well as the 
inconvenience and discomfort they create for pedestrians. The need for right-turn filter lanes needs to 
be vigorously assessed, considering they create up to five traffic lanes on the carriageway and negate 
the potential for pavement widening. This is applicable in areas such as the turn into Francis Street 
from Thomas Street, and various junctions on James’s Street. Narrowing of excessively wide lanes 
also falls into this category.  

� Consideration should be given to operating a ‘tidal’ bus lane system, whereby a single bus lane 
switches sides of the street according to inbound and outbound demand at different times of the day. 
This practice frees up street space from a pair of opposing bus lanes, and affords room for widened 
pavements.  
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Above: Above: Above: Above: A narrow pavement and excessively wide bus lane outside The Digital Hub combine to create an 
uncomfortable environment for the pedestrian.  As one of the busiest tourist routes in the city, this stretch 
of pavement deserves immediate widening and resurfacing.  Additional space could be gained by narrowing 
the bus lane and possibly reallocating pavement area from across the road.  

Above: Above: Above: Above: The generous pavement width outside IAWS sets a standard for the rest of Thomas Street and 
James’s Street. Formal tree planting would soften and add definition to this stretch of the street, while the 
use of bollards here is unnecessary.  
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4. Smartening4. Smartening4. Smartening4. Smartening----up Street Lighting  up Street Lighting  up Street Lighting  up Street Lighting      

A coordinated approach to street furniture and lighting should be employed on both Thomas Street and A coordinated approach to street furniture and lighting should be employed on both Thomas Street and A coordinated approach to street furniture and lighting should be employed on both Thomas Street and A coordinated approach to street furniture and lighting should be employed on both Thomas Street and 
James’s Street, determined by the use of a common lamp standard style along both streets, which in turn James’s Street, determined by the use of a common lamp standard style along both streets, which in turn James’s Street, determined by the use of a common lamp standard style along both streets, which in turn James’s Street, determined by the use of a common lamp standard style along both streets, which in turn 
would inform the choice of other street furniture such as bollards, bins, seating, etc. would inform the choice of other street furniture such as bollards, bins, seating, etc. would inform the choice of other street furniture such as bollards, bins, seating, etc. would inform the choice of other street furniture such as bollards, bins, seating, etc.     

The current galvanised steel street lighting used on both James’s Street and Thomas Street is ugly and 
utilitarian and fails to provide a sense of civic grandeur or character to either street. More attractive street 
lamp styles are found at High Street where reproduction Scotch Standards are used, while two smart 
contemporary lampposts are found at Cornmarket. Small scale lighting provides a feature at both 
Cornmarket and in front of St. Catherine’s Church, while some side streets retain the distinctive Dublin cast 
iron small column lamp. However, these varying styles lack any sense of coordination and fail to give 
coherence to the public realm. 

At this critical juncture, a design decision should be made as to whether an historic idiom is used along the At this critical juncture, a design decision should be made as to whether an historic idiom is used along the At this critical juncture, a design decision should be made as to whether an historic idiom is used along the At this critical juncture, a design decision should be made as to whether an historic idiom is used along the 
QBC route (Thomas Street and James’s Street) using historic Scotch Standards and smaller Dublin cast iron QBC route (Thomas Street and James’s Street) using historic Scotch Standards and smaller Dublin cast iron QBC route (Thomas Street and James’s Street) using historic Scotch Standards and smaller Dublin cast iron QBC route (Thomas Street and James’s Street) using historic Scotch Standards and smaller Dublin cast iron 
lamps, or whether a contemporary design should be used following the model used at Cornmarket, perhaps lamps, or whether a contemporary design should be used following the model used at Cornmarket, perhaps lamps, or whether a contemporary design should be used following the model used at Cornmarket, perhaps lamps, or whether a contemporary design should be used following the model used at Cornmarket, perhaps 
juxtaposed with attractive smaller scale historic lantern standards. juxtaposed with attractive smaller scale historic lantern standards. juxtaposed with attractive smaller scale historic lantern standards. juxtaposed with attractive smaller scale historic lantern standards.     

Choosing a lighting style rarely demands the black and 
white set of options of ‘new and old’ that is commonly 
perceived. Arguably an historic thoroughfare such as 
Thomas Street would most benefit from historic style 
standards, but equally a well coordinated synergy of 
crisp contemporary carriageway standards and smaller 
pedestrian level historic lamps - or the reverse - can work 
extremely effectively. Similarly, the proposed dublinbikes 
stations and contemporary way-finding signage can 
complement historic lighting very well, generating a crisp  
contrast in styles. Good design is key Good design is key Good design is key Good design is key ---- not age or period.  not age or period.  not age or period.  not age or period.  

Above & Left: Above & Left: Above & Left: Above & Left: The current galvanised street lighting on 
Thomas Street is of an unacceptably poor standard 
that fails to acknowledge the civic status and 
architectural qualities of the thoroughfare. The 
hosting of building floodlighting on utilitarian posts is 
also an outdated concept that requires 
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Above: Above: Above: Above: Elegant slimline contemporary lampposts recently 
erected at Cornmarket. These can complement small 
historic standards extremely well.  
 
Below: Below: Below: Below: Handsome small-scale lantern standards are 
used throughout Europe on city streets, as was once the 
case in Dublin. Painting them a distinctive colour can 
dramatically complement an historic streetscape or an 
array of larger scale carriageway standards.   

Above: Above: Above: Above: Not always silver! The classic Dublin Scotch Standard 
lamppost has been commonly painted silver since the 1950s, 
leading to a somewhat homogenous appearance across the city 
centre. Painting them black, bottle green or wine makes a 
thoroughly elegant, striking and memorable statement.  

Above: Above: Above: Above: Building floodlighting 
discreetly hosted on a lamppost 
on Cork Hill. The ideal solution 
for Thomas Street’s churches. 

Left: Left: Left: Left: Classic Dublin lantern.   
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5. Rationalising Signage and Promoting Quality Street Furniture  5. Rationalising Signage and Promoting Quality Street Furniture  5. Rationalising Signage and Promoting Quality Street Furniture  5. Rationalising Signage and Promoting Quality Street Furniture      

A coordinated and consistent approach to street furniture that promotes high quality design should be A coordinated and consistent approach to street furniture that promotes high quality design should be A coordinated and consistent approach to street furniture that promotes high quality design should be A coordinated and consistent approach to street furniture that promotes high quality design should be 
employed on both Thomas Street and James’s Streetemployed on both Thomas Street and James’s Streetemployed on both Thomas Street and James’s Streetemployed on both Thomas Street and James’s Street    

Street furniture in the city centre should always be carefully considered. As explained in the Dublin Civic 
Trust document Defining Dublin’s Historic Core, street furniture in the city is “all too often chosen randomly 
and placed without consideration, leading to a mishmash of forms and styles”. Instead, street furniture 
should be used to enhance character and build identity.  

As outlined on the opposite page, unnecessary street furniture should be vigorously rationalised as part of 
the upcoming QBC works.  

Top Left: Top Left: Top Left: Top Left: Unnecessary and wasteful duplication of bus lane 
signage on Thomas Street.  

Above: Above: Above: Above: A sea of galvanised poles along a narrow stretch of 
Thomas Street. These elements are unsightly, obstructive, 
and often display signage that can be hosted on lampposts.  

Left: Left: Left: Left: An example of a multiple-lane pedestrian crossing in 
Copenhagen where all green lights are coordinated in favour 
of the pedestrian. This sequence is essential at High Street.  
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Street Furniture and Utilities Street Furniture and Utilities Street Furniture and Utilities Street Furniture and Utilities ---- Considerations During QBC Works:  Considerations During QBC Works:  Considerations During QBC Works:  Considerations During QBC Works:     

� A number of unsightly and redundant guard rails should be removed from Thomas Street along the 
section between Francis Street and Vicar Street, south side (3 rails), and at the junction with Meath 
Street, south side (2 rails). 

� At present, a variety of bollard styles are used along the street, ranging from smart granite models to 
the common and sturdy black cast iron type, while “brutalist” steel and concrete bollards are 
increasingly making an appearance. A single design of bollard should be used throughout the street, 
and bollards should only be employed where their need is clearly identified or where they can 
function as attractive features. The bollards which currently encircle Cornmarket should be removed 
to allow the space to function as a key pedestrian node on the street.  

� Traffic signage is certainly necessary to aid traffic circulation, but the cluttered and excessive 
provision on most city streets is, in communication terms, pure noise. This is an issue for the entire 
city, one that is recognised in the new City Development Plan where an objective commits the 
Council to auditing and rationalising excessive traffic and municipal signage. In this context, the 
extent of traffic signage associated with the introduction of a QBC along Thomas Street should be 
minimised, and that the opportunity taken to address the general proliferation of signage on the 
street. Where possible, traffic signage should be attached to existing signage poles or to lampposts. 
The option of securing some signs (for example parking information) to buildings should be explored. 
Redundant signage and empty signage poles should be removed.   

� The practice of doubling-up traffic signals has become increasingly common in the city.  Again, traffic 
signals are a necessary element in managing traffic, however their use should be kept to a minimum 
given their potential to clutter visually sensitive streetscapes. Traffic signal sequences which favour 
the pedestrian at crossing points should also be considered. 

� Bus stops, and shelters where their need is identified, should be upgraded to a similar standard 
found elsewhere in the city centre. The potential of integrating Real Time Information units within 
the bus shelter should be considered. 

� Unused telephone kiosks and redundant parking meters should be removed. 

� Way-finding signage should be installed at key locations as part of the current city-wide programme. 
Suggested locations include: junction of Thomas Street-Francis Street (fingerpost sign); St. 
Catherine’s Church (map panel), junction of Thomas Street-Crane Lane (finger post sign); junction of 
James’s Street-Steevens Lane (finger post sign). Redundant brown fingerpost signs should be 
removed. 

� Floodlighting of public buildings should be accommodated on new street light standards, rooftops of 
adjacent buildings, or by floodlights sunk into the street surface.  
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6. Creating a Green Link: High Street to James’s Street6. Creating a Green Link: High Street to James’s Street6. Creating a Green Link: High Street to James’s Street6. Creating a Green Link: High Street to James’s Street    

Green spaces, and street planting in general, is extremely limited along Thomas Street and James’s Street.  
Yet trees and other plants can be used very effectively to create an attractive and inviting streetscape.  
Trees soften hard surfaces, provide protection from the elements in all seasons, filter air and light and add 
the beauty of soft greenery to streets. In some areas, street trees or lush planting can have a major impact 
in defining sheltered spaces, contributing to an environment which is inviting for sitting, eating, visiting or 
just taking time out to relax and enjoy one’s surroundings. 

Currently, street planting from High Street to James’s Street is limited to a row of scrappy trees planted 
along two sections of central median at opposing ends of the route. Unfortunately, the medians are also 
paved, so the trees don't function as an attractive natural feature on the street, appearing particularly stark 
and grey in winter. The medians serve only to separate busy lanes of traffic and reinforce the perception of 
both High Street and James’s Street as fast traffic routes. As a result, there is little enjoyment to be gained 
by the pedestrian of this planting.  

Elsewhere on Thomas Street, large sections of pavement could be greatly enhanced by introducing formally 
planted street trees with narrow canopies which would not impact on buses and other traffic. Attention to 
detail is required:  

� Trees planted symmetrically along both sides of a street are highly effective and aesthetically 
pleasing. 

� Pruning and sculpting tree canopies creates structure and order in an urban setting.  

� Generous tree pits should be provided to ensure healthy trees. 

� Decorative tree guards and grilles reinforce the urban qualities of a street. 

Above: Above: Above: Above: Two Continental views of trees used along confined and narrow streets. Species such as the hornbeam 
(right) can be easily sculpted to fit comfortably on a narrow section of pavement. Using smaller tree species allows 
the buildings and architecture to remain the most visible element on the street. 
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Remove the median on High Street?  

Taking out the central median would offer almost an extra metre of width to be distributed to the 
pavements on each side of High Street, greatly improving a currently unappealing pedestrian route. 
Creating a formal boulevard effect along High Street by planting corresponding trees on either side of the 
street would be desirable and greatly enhance its civic character, creating a grand processional route with 
a sense of place. Setting these trees within a verge of lush herbaceous planting would create a highly 
attractive and effective soft buffer for street users. 

 

Generous, but easy to maintain, verge planting 
dramatically lifts this Parisian street, functioning almost 
as a street garden. This form of landscaping is all but 
unseen in Dublin, but is more effective than simple tree 
planting and more durable and cost-effective than 
seasonal flower planters. A combination of all three 
along the High Street - James’s Street route would 
create a beautiful and enjoyable street.   
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7. Creating Attractive Stopping Points and Places to Sit Along the Street7. Creating Attractive Stopping Points and Places to Sit Along the Street7. Creating Attractive Stopping Points and Places to Sit Along the Street7. Creating Attractive Stopping Points and Places to Sit Along the Street    

Attractive stopping points should be created along the Thomas Street route through simple measures such Attractive stopping points should be created along the Thomas Street route through simple measures such Attractive stopping points should be created along the Thomas Street route through simple measures such Attractive stopping points should be created along the Thomas Street route through simple measures such 
as widening pavements and introducing a cohesive grouping of elements such as a feature street light, as widening pavements and introducing a cohesive grouping of elements such as a feature street light, as widening pavements and introducing a cohesive grouping of elements such as a feature street light, as widening pavements and introducing a cohesive grouping of elements such as a feature street light, 
planting and a bench. planting and a bench. planting and a bench. planting and a bench.     

Public space is scarce along Thomas Street, where the opportunities to stop, sit and socialise are extremely 
limited. Pavement widths, which can become quite narrow in places, are continuously compromised by the 
need to accommodate street furniture (such as street lighting, telephone kiosks, signage, bollards, telecoms 
cabinets, bus shelters and cycle racks), and to allow for street trading, a long established practice on 
Thomas Street. The outdoor seating which exists is provided by the various cafés which operate on the 
street, meaning one must purchase something just to sit down and relax. The potential incidental public 
spaces that do exist on the street are under-realised. Elsewhere, blank frontages and walls can be improved 
by introducing simple but sturdy additions such as planters, benches and window seats to enhance the 
sense of place. 

Parks along the RouteParks along the RouteParks along the RouteParks along the Route   

St. Audeon’s Park St. Audeon’s Park St. Audeon’s Park St. Audeon’s Park (left) is under-utilised by visitors as they hurry to negotiate the inhospitable environment on 
High Street. Many miss an opportunity to explore the evocative City Walls and Gate.   
St. Catherine’s Graveyard St. Catherine’s Graveyard St. Catherine’s Graveyard St. Catherine’s Graveyard (right) is a pretty little oasis off the main thoroughfare, but largely hidden away with no 
signage to highlight it to the visitor.   
St. James’s Graveyard St. James’s Graveyard St. James’s Graveyard St. James’s Graveyard has been inaccessible for many years. Dublin City Council is now assessing its suitability 
to be developed as a park, serving the small village-like enclave surrounding the obelisk fountain on James’s 
Street. 

St. Catherine’s ChurchSt. Catherine’s ChurchSt. Catherine’s ChurchSt. Catherine’s Church    
Vicar Street venueVicar Street venueVicar Street venueVicar Street venue    Lamb Alley Lamb Alley Lamb Alley Lamb Alley ---- City Wall City Wall City Wall City Wall    

Cornmarket 

St. Audeon’s Park St. Audeon’s Park St. Audeon’s Park St. Audeon’s Park ---- City Wall City Wall City Wall City Wall    

St. James’s Graveyard St. James’s Graveyard St. James’s Graveyard St. James’s Graveyard     

Map identifying a series of public spaces along the High Street to James’s Street route. 

Obelisk fountainObelisk fountainObelisk fountainObelisk fountain    
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Under the right conditions, informal seating areas 
can create lively and vibrant spots along the street. 

Seating areas can be created in many ways. 
Their success is determined by the degree of allocation of 

the pavement to the pedestrian to enjoy and by the 
absence or slowing down of traffic.  Note the absence of 

any controlling bollards or signage in this image.  

A simple bench and attractive planters can be a cheap 
and effective measure. 
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A natural gathering place as its name suggests, Cornmarket is the gateway to The Liberties and visitors’ 
first impression of Thomas Street. However, despite public realm enhancements in 2007, Cornmarket fails 
to act as a public space because of its lack of a defining focal point; because it is compromised by a traffic 
lane and street parking; and because it is subject to an excessive clutter of bollards, street signs and 
utilities. The vertical emphasis of all these bollards and lamp standards subliminally diminishes the sense 
of space to the pedestrian. The left-turning lane and parking spaces are misguided and only serve to negate 
any purposeful use of the space. A planned sculpture was never installed. 

 

 

 

Cornmarket 
Cornmarket Cornmarket Cornmarket Cornmarket ---- Entrance to The Liberties  Entrance to The Liberties  Entrance to The Liberties  Entrance to The Liberties  
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An example of a well designed outdoor café area in 
Madrid, similar to Cornmarket. Elements such as 
bollards are used thoughtfully and are attractive 
items of street furniture in their own right. The 
seating area is ordered and well designed, making it 
an attractive place to stop and relax (weather 
permitting!) 

Design Solution Design Solution Design Solution Design Solution     
In the hierarchy of public spaces, Cornmarket is the most important public place in The Liberties. Its 
significance and sheer scale is largely lost as a result of the current road traffic layout, which cuts off 
the area around the City Wall at Lamb Alley from the principal triangular space to the north. The wide 
entrance to Lamb Alley is intrinsically associated to the main civic space, and should be visually linked 
by means of complementary road surface treatment to unite the two spaces, and visual interest and 
function given to the City Wall area. A well-designed kiosk café with attractive outdoor seating and 
planting could flank the City Wall, complete with interpretive panels explaining its significance and 
showing the position of the nearby former city gate. The position of the former Corn Market House 
should also be demarcated on the roadway. The space at Cornmarket could be used for market stalls 
with well designed semi-permanent stands managed by Dublin City Council or a Thomas Street BID.   

Beautifully and simply designed timber market stalls 
operating in an historic environment in Malmo, 
Sweden. This type of installation is flexible, practical 
and easily managed. An ideal solution for Cornmarket 
and other market stalls on Thomas Street.  
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Vicar Street Vicar Street Vicar Street Vicar Street ---- An Unrealised Pedestrian Space  An Unrealised Pedestrian Space  An Unrealised Pedestrian Space  An Unrealised Pedestrian Space     

The Vicar Street Venue is the premier night-time entertainment attraction on Thomas Street. Along with the 
nearby Tivoli Theatre on Francis Street, it provides an important cultural magnet attracting Dubliners to The 
Liberties after dark. The disused industrial buildings to the rear of the venue are currently being used by 
students of NCAD as an informal arts installation called Basic Space, pending its future development as an 
hotel.  

The original opening of Vicar Street Venue in the 1990s was a great expression of faith in the area at the 
time, however the presentation of the building and its surrounding public space has declined somewhat in 
the intervening years. Given its huge importance to Thomas Street, the refurbishment of the venue’s facade 
would provide greater encouragement to other building owners on the street to improve their own premises.  

The pavement on Thomas Street is at its narrowest outside the Vicar Street Venue, despite the venue’s 
prominence as an entertainment attraction.  As the result, the area outside the venue is often crowded and 
chaotic in the evening, as patrons gather and jostle for taxis. By day, the space is drab and unattractive, with 
little to recommend it, and yet it provides a natural stopping point along the street, allowing visitors space to 
admire the impressive facade of the Church of S.S. Augustine and John opposite. With improved 
presentation of the buildings onto the space and some simple but imaginative redesign of the public realm, 
this location could function more successfully by day and by night.  
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Design Solution Design Solution Design Solution Design Solution  

� The pavement should be widened at this point. Even a small increase in width (0.5m and less), as 
shown above, would significantly improve pedestrian movement without unduly impacting on 
carriageway width, while greatly improving the comfort of this pavement ‘pinch point’. 

� The quality of the pavement surface must be addressed, replacing existing tarmac with concrete slabs  
and replacing newer granite kerbs with matching older stones, restoring the kerb line. 

� The loading bays and parking spaces at this point should be removed, allowing for uninterrupted views 
across the street to the Church of S.S. Augustine and John. In any event, the existing loading bay is 
likely to create conflict with the proposed QBC. 

� The Vicar Street Venue frontage should be redesigned to incorporate a new corner street entrance and 
an imaginative lighting scheme should be employed to animate the space in the evening. The lighting 
scheme could be designed in collaboration with design students from NCAD. 

� The existing sculptures, if retained, should be incorporated into a landscaping scheme, perhaps 
including a raised planted bed with benches and feature lighting to create a functional focal point for 
the space. 

� The facades of Nos. 60 and 61 Thomas Street should be resolved and fitted with good quality shop 
fronts painted in harmonious colours. The potential for a concentration of themed uses, such as 
restaurants, should be considered at this location, reinforcing its function as a point to relax.   
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Untapped Potential Untapped Potential Untapped Potential Untapped Potential     
The island at James’s Street presents one of the few opportunities for open green space along the 
route from Thomas Street. Historically, this has been a prominent civic space with its central obelisk 
fountain designed by Francis Sandys, erected in the late 18th century as a public amenity and civic 
focal point at this important street junction. Since that time the area around it has become a busy 
traffic artery, however an area of a substantial public space remains. This has been consumed in 
more recent times by a clump of somewhat overgrown mature trees, that while pleasant, fails to give 
design structure to this significant nodal point while also detracting from the prominence of the 
obelisk fountain. The large expanses of paved area, surviving historic elements of public lavatories, 
and random planting of trees render the space incoherent and largely functionless.   

Design SolutionDesign SolutionDesign SolutionDesign Solution    
It is recommended that a small scale and cost effective design intervention be made at the junction 
to create a clearly defined, attractive and usable public space. Pictured opposite is an example of an 
almost identical triangular island park in central Paris, surrounded on two sides by roads and 
bounded on the third side by a shared access way for cyclists and pedestrians. In this instance, low 
shrub planting has been deployed along the long sides to enclose the space and create a buffer from 
passing traffic. Larger tree specimens and elegant lamp standards punctuate the shrubbery, 
providing definition and distinction, clearly demarking the area as a leisure space. Seats 
acknowledge the shape of the area by facing each other on both sides, creating a sociable enclosure.  

In the James’s Street instance, it is recommended a similar pocket park be created that is open at 
both ends, promoting security through passive surveillance. Some of the trees could be rationalised 
to create a more formal appearance. Consideration should be given to amalgamating the smaller 
island that was recently created by the Luas line and a traffic filter lane into the newly landscaped 
park, by moving the filter lane to alongside the Luas track. Efforts should be made to make the 
fountain operational once more and have it illuminated after dark.  

James’s Street Island James’s Street Island James’s Street Island James’s Street Island ---- A Potential Green Oasis  A Potential Green Oasis  A Potential Green Oasis  A Potential Green Oasis     
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     Pocket park, central Paris  
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Tree-lined Thomas Street and James’s Street as  
envisaged by The Liberties Local Area Plan 
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7 Cultural Life and TourismCultural Life and TourismCultural Life and TourismCultural Life and Tourism    

Destination: The LibertiesDestination: The LibertiesDestination: The LibertiesDestination: The Liberties    
Located at the centre of the East-West Tourist Trail, Thomas Street has a unique and unmatched location, 
flanked on one side by Dublin's two great cathedrals, St. Patrick’s and Christ Church, and on the other by the 
renowned Guinness complex. Many of the city’s top visitor attractions are located in or around The Liberties, 
including the Guinness Storehouse which frequently tops the list of tourist sites in the city.  The area around 
Thomas Street is rich with churches and the historic remnants of abbeys and religious buildings such as St. 
Luke’s on The Coombe. Some remaining sections of the City Wall run along Cornmarket, offering a fascinating 
glimpse of the medieval layout of the city.   

In addition, the area is rich in galleries, art installations and studios, many benefitting from their proximity to 
the National College of Art and Design.  Francis Street has long been synonymous with the antiques trade and 
with furniture designers, while Meath Street and nearby Newmarket remain alive to the entrepreneurial spirit 
of market traders and food co-operatives. The area has many under-used assets which, with imagination, 
could be turned to new uses or expanded to provide vital activity and life.  These including a purpose-built 
market hall on Francis Street in the form of the Iveagh Markets, the Tivoli Theatre, the Vicar Street Venue, 
parts of St. James’s Gate Brewery, and many other quirky buildings and spaces which lend themselves to 
creative uses.  In fact, Thomas Street and its environs bursts with potential. 

Events such as Culture Night and Open House Dublin highlight the wealth of attractions in the area.  These 
events continue to prompt Dubliners to visit the district and challenge their perceptions of what Thomas 
Street and The Liberties have to offer. However, these are only annual one-day events and it remains for the 
community, the city authorities and other stakeholders to capitalise on the potential of a full calendar of 
regular events showcasing this vibrant and engaging area of Dublin.  

Stakeholder engagement is the key ingredient in enhancing The Liberties as a cultural and tourist destination. 
Cultural tourism is now recognised as one of the key industries driving our economic recovery and an historic 
area such as The Liberties should be at the forefront of our efforts to attract and retain visitors to the city.  

It is to everyone’s benefit to make The Liberties a prime destination in the capital.  It is to everyone’s benefit to make The Liberties a prime destination in the capital.  It is to everyone’s benefit to make The Liberties a prime destination in the capital.  It is to everyone’s benefit to make The Liberties a prime destination in the capital.      
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A Visitor Attractions StrategyA Visitor Attractions StrategyA Visitor Attractions StrategyA Visitor Attractions Strategy    
It is estimated that over 200,000 people make their way along High Street and Thomas Street each year to 
visit the Guinness Storehouse off Crane Street. This is an huge bonus for the area. But what else can 
visitors see and what other possible attractions can be created to improve tourist activity in The Liberties? 
Understanding the cultural richness of the area is key to appreciating the wider imperative to protect and 
restore its built heritage. There may be more to The Liberties than you might think! 

ST. JAMES’S 
GATE 

BREWERY 

HEUSTON 

LUAS 

Suggestions for the James’s ClusterSuggestions for the James’s ClusterSuggestions for the James’s ClusterSuggestions for the James’s Cluster    

> Create a trail of industrial heritage buildings  

> Develop a new attraction and leisure facility at 
Grand Canal Harbour 

> Promote connection to IMMA and Kilmainham Gaol  

> Protect existing historic streetscape along James’s 
Street and encourage active uses  

> Improve the pedestrian space around the obelisk 
fountain on James’s Street  

> Develop new public park in St. James’s Graveyard 

▲ 

Place of Interest/ Attraction 

Park /Open Space 

Place to Stop 

Attractive and safe connections to the wider city are essential.  Attractive and safe connections to the wider city are essential.  Attractive and safe connections to the wider city are essential.  Attractive and safe connections to the wider city are essential.  Creating a more comfortable and attractive 
pedestrian environment on High Street is imperative. Attention should also be given to secondary, “loop-back” 
routes which encourage visitors to explore the area, while returning them back to the city centre. The route via 
Francis Street to St. Patrick’s Cathedral is one, while Bridgefoot Street is the natural route to take pedestrians 
across the River Liffey to Smithfield and the northwest section of the city, allowing for another natural “loop” 
back to the city centre to be developed. These routes should be made clean, green and inviting, with way-
finding signage and maps used to highlight the route.  

Pedestrian route to Phoenix 
Park and National Museum 
at Collins Barracks 
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> Improve the market qualities of Francis Street with branding as an 
arts and antiques street - reopen Iveagh Markets - introduce a cluster 
of “NCAD shops” on Francis Street - create a sculpture trail   

> Highlight connections to St. Patrick’s Cathedral and Newmarket to 
create a tourist route. 

> Redesign the Cornmarket public space with a café 
kiosk and seating and market stalls in summer  

> Provide interpretation panels for City Wall sections  

> Improve pedestrian crossing facilities and create 
“green” streets  

> Open the High Street entrance of Tailors’ Hall and 
create a new exhibit or information centre. 

OLD 
CITY 

THE LIBERTIES 

THE 
DIGITAL 

HUB 

▲ 

Improved 
connection to 

Smithfield and 
City Markets 

Francis Street “loops” 
back to city centre via 
St. Patrick’s Cathedral 
and Newmarket 

Suggestions for the Old City Suggestions for the Old City Suggestions for the Old City Suggestions for the Old City ---- Liberties Cluster Liberties Cluster Liberties Cluster Liberties Cluster    

> Develop new attractions for The Liberties - create a 
permanent museum commemorating the 1803 Rebellion, 
Robert Emmet and republican idealism or a museum of 
Liberties Life  

> Restore historic streetscape at The Digital Hub - create 
spaces on Thomas Street to stop and relax with attractive 
cafés with outdoor seating.  

Something for Everyone?Something for Everyone?Something for Everyone?Something for Everyone?    

A number of initiatives and tourism projects can be undertaken in The Liberties, some by Dublin City Council 
and many others by businesses and groups In the area. The focus should be on creating a rich and diverse The focus should be on creating a rich and diverse The focus should be on creating a rich and diverse The focus should be on creating a rich and diverse 
cluster of attractions, shops, restaurants and cafés. cluster of attractions, shops, restaurants and cafés. cluster of attractions, shops, restaurants and cafés. cluster of attractions, shops, restaurants and cafés. There is huge potential for a new museum, focusing on 
some of the important historic connections of the area (see page 86). Historic plaques and tour routes 
should be used to connect key attractions, such as churches and ecclesiastical sites, or industrial heritage 
buildings.  The cluster of creative enterprises and design shops on Francis Street should be expanded, with 
greater input by NCAD, to create a high distinctive market street for arts, antiques and design set around a 
restored and reopened Iveagh Markets (see Chapter 8). 
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BRANDINGBRANDINGBRANDINGBRANDING - Cornmarket is a 
key entry point into the Liberties and should be 
recognised with an appropriate marker which “brands” The Liberties.  
Devices such as striking signage, seen here in Merchant City in Glasgow 
(right) or colourful banners (above) can be used to great effect.  
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Enriching Visitor ExperienceEnriching Visitor ExperienceEnriching Visitor ExperienceEnriching Visitor Experience    
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EVENTS: EVENTS: EVENTS: EVENTS: Citywide events such as Culture Night and Open House have proven to be highly successful at 
encouraging citizens to engage with their city.  The events have been particularly valuable at highlighting the 
wealth of attractions and points of interest in The Liberties, a destination somewhat 
forgotten by Dubliners.  The principle of these events should be expanded to 
encourage engagement with The Liberties throughout the year.  Liberties Culture 
Nights should be devised, expanding on the success of the annual citywide 
event. A Crafts and Design Week spearheaded by NCAD would showcase the 
wealth of creative activity in the area. Restaurants and other 
businesses should be encouraged to engage with these 
events to maximise the benefits.  
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Dublin City Development Plan 2011-2017 
“ 

What Thomas Street needs:What Thomas Street needs:What Thomas Street needs:What Thomas Street needs:    

� The continued development of a public realm that is conducive to The continued development of a public realm that is conducive to The continued development of a public realm that is conducive to The continued development of a public realm that is conducive to 
leisurely exploration and social interaction.  leisurely exploration and social interaction.  leisurely exploration and social interaction.  leisurely exploration and social interaction.  This includes everything 
from maintaining clean and safe streets, providing good quality paving 
and street lighting, beautifying the street with trees and planting, 
creating attractive spots to stop, look around and take a photo, and 
introducing items of interest within the streetscape such as historic 
plaques, sculpture and street art.  

� The improved presentation of key buildings along the street which act The improved presentation of key buildings along the street which act The improved presentation of key buildings along the street which act The improved presentation of key buildings along the street which act 
as visual markers to the visitor.  as visual markers to the visitor.  as visual markers to the visitor.  as visual markers to the visitor.  Floodlighting of key buildings should be 
encouraged, while a contemporary lighting scheme would animate 
modern venues such as Vicar Street, creating excitement during 
evenings. Paving and planting could also be used imaginatively to 
highlight important points along the street and to enhance landmarks 
such as the landmark Church of S.S. Augustine and John.  

� An attractive range of cafés, restaurants and shops An attractive range of cafés, restaurants and shops An attractive range of cafés, restaurants and shops An attractive range of cafés, restaurants and shops should be 
encouraged, with the provision of good quality outdoor seating areas 
where possible. Shops and other businesses on the street should strive 
to present smart and enticing shop fronts. 

� Initiatives such as a common Initiatives such as a common Initiatives such as a common Initiatives such as a common Liberties AttractionsLiberties AttractionsLiberties AttractionsLiberties Attractions pass or an interactive  pass or an interactive  pass or an interactive  pass or an interactive 
iPhone App could be developed iPhone App could be developed iPhone App could be developed iPhone App could be developed to highlight the wealth of attractions in 
the area and to encourage visitors to linger and explore The Liberties. 
Specialised tours, such as a Tour of Dublin’s Industrial Heritage should 
be devised, expanding visitors’ experience of the area. 

� A Liberties Visitor Centre could be developed to provide information and A Liberties Visitor Centre could be developed to provide information and A Liberties Visitor Centre could be developed to provide information and A Liberties Visitor Centre could be developed to provide information and 
a tour meeting point.  a tour meeting point.  a tour meeting point.  a tour meeting point.  A centre in historic Tailors’ Hall with an entrance 
from High Street would provide an excellent starting off point for a 
heritage trail of the district.  

� LOOKING FORWARD! LOOKING FORWARD! LOOKING FORWARD! LOOKING FORWARD! The new city way-finding signage will be extended 
to Thomas Street by summer 2011; map panels should be employed as 
part of the suite to identify the wealth of attractions in the area.  

� LOOKING FORWARDLOOKING FORWARDLOOKING FORWARDLOOKING FORWARD! The dublinbikes scheme will be extended to the 
area in its next phase. The bikes will greatly enhance accessibility along 
the East-West Tourist Spine. 

It is the policy of Dublin City Council to lead and support the development of 
shared vision for culture in the city in collaboration with cultural institutions 

and other cultural bodies based both citywide and nationally. 
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1874 

Ideas for Developing A New Liberties Visitor AttractionIdeas for Developing A New Liberties Visitor AttractionIdeas for Developing A New Liberties Visitor AttractionIdeas for Developing A New Liberties Visitor Attraction    
Thomas Street and The Liberties have many historical connections which can be used creatively to develop 
one or more new visitor attractions in the area. An attraction would provide an excellent pretext for 
showcasing a restored building on the street or making use of one of the street’s landmark structures. 

Thomas Street’s landmark church, S.S. Augustine and 
John, was designed by the renowned Victorian architect 
E.W. Pugin. The church is a celebration of the gothic 
revival style and is one of the finest churches in Dublin.  

Pugin church architecture continues to be admired 
internationally and would make for a fascinating 
exhibition subject while promoting greater appreciation 
of an important Dublin landmark. 

New New New New 
Liberties Liberties Liberties Liberties 

Visitor Visitor Visitor Visitor 
AttractionAttractionAttractionAttraction    

Restoration of “Dutch Billy” streetscape, Thomas Street West 

The Gable-fronted  

  House Museum 
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The patriot Robert EmmetRobert EmmetRobert EmmetRobert Emmet was famously hung 
outside of St. Catherine’s Church on Thomas 
Street in 1803.  Emmet's involvement in the 1803 
rebellion and the Irish connections to the 
American and French revolutionary spirit of the 
late 18th and early 19th centuries would make for 
a fascinating and highly attractive museum, 
perhaps showcasing a restored historic house on 
the street.    

The Liberties is renowned in song and 
literature and continues to fascinate 
visitors to the city. There is enormous 
potential to develop a Museum of Museum of Museum of Museum of 
Liberties LifeLiberties LifeLiberties LifeLiberties Life bringing together artefacts, 
photographs and stories of the famous 
trades, characters and events in the area.  

St. Werburgh’s Church St. Werburgh’s Church St. Werburgh’s Church St. Werburgh’s Church - Burial place 
of Lord Edward Fitzgerald (1798). 

Restore and open the church and its 
historic graveyard - create a music 
recital venue.  

CONNECTIONS TO

CONNECTIONS TO

CONNECTIONS TO

CONNECTIONS TO    

1798, 1803, 1848….

Industrial Industrial Industrial 
Heritage Heritage Heritage 

TrailTrailTrail   

BANG! 

BANG! 
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The Merchant City area of Glasgow is a highly successful example of area regeneration undertaken in a city 
centre district with a remarkably similar history to The Liberties.  Like Thomas Street and its environs, The 
Merchant City is steeped in a commercial past, and was challenged at the end of the 20th century by a range 
of socio-economic issues such as the loss of its commercial base, its loss of function as a market area of the 
city and the continued decline of its resident population.  Since the 1980s the area has staged a remarkable 
comeback and now ranks among the most visited and attractive city quarters in the UK.  

 

The Merchant City  The Merchant City  The Merchant City  The Merchant City      

Glasgow’s historic heart, Merchant City, has always been at the 
forefront of the city’s history from St. Mungo, who founded Glasgow 
Cathedral, to the eponymous city merchants who grew the city’s 
once vast prosperity, to leading arts and cultural entrepreneurs now 
spearheading the current period of city renaissance. Today, the area 
is witnessing a remarkable rebirth. Previously redundant historic 
buildings now house cutting edge theatres and galleries 
interspersed with shops, cafés and restaurants. A growing local 
residential community, the civic focus of the seat of local 
government, together with the strong presence of university and 
academic campuses on its fringes complete the diverse picture.  

Despite the area falling victim to the inner city obsolescence that 
afflicted so many parts of urban Britain in the 20th century, 
Merchant City became the scene of a remarkable public sector-led 
renaissance during the 1980s and was held up internationally as a 
successful example of how post-industrial cityscapes can be 
reinvented if events and political wills conspire. 

More recently, a large part of the area has been designated the 
focus of an inter-agency programme to repair the fabric of its 
historic architecture and streets. The Merchant City Townscape 
Heritage Initiative matches funding from the UK Heritage Lottery 
Fund with finance from Glasgow City Council and Scottish Enterprise 
Glasgow to enable a phased programme of improvement to 
buildings and re-use of empty floorspace to take place. 

The aim of the THI and other public and private sector initiatives in 
the area is to raise once more the profile of Merchant City as a 
unique part of Glasgow, a place where old values of commerce and 
business have evolved to assimilate with the new buzzwords of 
design and style, of inner city living and café culture.  

The ultimate message from the THI is that the Merchant City is not simply a place to be seen in, but to see.       The ultimate message from the THI is that the Merchant City is not simply a place to be seen in, but to see.       The ultimate message from the THI is that the Merchant City is not simply a place to be seen in, but to see.       The ultimate message from the THI is that the Merchant City is not simply a place to be seen in, but to see.           

Comparative Study: Merchant City, GlasgowComparative Study: Merchant City, GlasgowComparative Study: Merchant City, GlasgowComparative Study: Merchant City, Glasgow    
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Merchant City Townscape Heritage InitiativeMerchant City Townscape Heritage InitiativeMerchant City Townscape Heritage InitiativeMerchant City Townscape Heritage Initiative    
Funded by Glasgow City Council, Scottish Enterprise and the Heritage Lottery Fund, this £3 million grant 
scheme is aimed at owners of historic buildings within a designated area of Merchant City and is intended to 
meet the 'conservation deficit' on projects in the area - i.e. the grant will meet the difference between the cost 
of works (minus any other grant income) and the uplift in value of the project on completion. However, the 
purpose of the initiative is not simply to upgrade the appearance of historic buildings. Strong, contemporary 
design is also encouraged and the THI is one of a series of levers that seek to improve the physical and also 
the economic and social conditions of this part of the city - so that it can once again succeed as a retail, 
cultural and residential centre, with an emphasis on an energetic mixed use economy, a safe and attractive 
residential environment, and independent shops and small businesses with an identity and style of their own. 

� Phase 1 Phase 1 Phase 1 Phase 1 of the scheme was successfully completed in 2005 with a grant ‘pot’ of £3m levering in over 
£30m of development in the area from the restoration of the landmark medieval Tron Steeple, 
numerous retail frontages and extensive public realm works.  

� Phase 2 Phase 2 Phase 2 Phase 2 of the scheme running from 2007-11 is concentrating on the key sectors of the arts and the 
creative industries and on creating the conditions for these enterprises to flourish and bring 
employment, diversity and footfall.  

A mix of public and private sector Investment under THI has 
delivered a significantly upgraded public domain of attractive 
shopping streets and relaxing public spaces. Merchant City is a 
thriving and vibrant destination by day and by night, with a wealth of 
tourist attractions and entertainment venues. The area has also 
become a centre for the design industry in Glasgow and a number of 
high profile design companies have established in the area.   

Glasgow City Council has actively encouraged the establishment of a Glasgow City Council has actively encouraged the establishment of a Glasgow City Council has actively encouraged the establishment of a Glasgow City Council has actively encouraged the establishment of a 
wider range of independent shops and businesses to provide the wider range of independent shops and businesses to provide the wider range of independent shops and businesses to provide the wider range of independent shops and businesses to provide the 
area with a highly distinctive mix and appeal.area with a highly distinctive mix and appeal.area with a highly distinctive mix and appeal.area with a highly distinctive mix and appeal.    
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For years Thomas Street was recognised as one of the city’s most important traditional market streets. 
Together with Francis Street and Meath Street, the street catered for the needs of a diverse local 
population, while providing a distinctive and highly atmospheric experience to shoppers from other areas 
of the city. However the decline in the diversity of retailers on the street has been marked in more recent 
times. In 2007, the fashion stalwart of the street, Frawley’s Department Store, closed its doors and today 
the street lacks any significant higher order retailers or brands, while, despite the presence of a college of 
arts, crafts and fashion design, there are few of the independent boutiques and quirky craft shops one 
would expect to find. 

Vacant shop units are very noticeable on the street, and many units have been vacant for a considerable 
period of time; while the upper levels of many buildings appear largely unused, adding to the sense of 
decline. Those shops that have remained 
open generally reflect the local 
neighbourhood demands of the street - 
food and convenience stores, general 
household goods, pharmacies, etc.  

There are limited services on the street, 
with a small number of hair salons and a 
branch of the local credit union, however, 
there are no banks remaining and few 
ATMs available. 

There is little excitement to the retail offer There is little excitement to the retail offer There is little excitement to the retail offer There is little excitement to the retail offer 
on the street.on the street.on the street.on the street.    

 

A Thriving Market and Retail Street?A Thriving Market and Retail Street?A Thriving Market and Retail Street?A Thriving Market and Retail Street?    
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Charts: Charts: Charts: Charts: The breakdown of uses on 
Thomas Street (January 2011) and 
the types of shops available. 

8 Reinventing Retail on Thomas StreetReinventing Retail on Thomas StreetReinventing Retail on Thomas StreetReinventing Retail on Thomas Street    
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Tourist Footfall: Untapped Potential Tourist Footfall: Untapped Potential Tourist Footfall: Untapped Potential Tourist Footfall: Untapped Potential     

The large tourist footfall which plies the route to the Guinness Storehouse each day is largely uncatered for 
on Thomas Street and many visitors see little reason to stop. The street has none of the craft shops, 
galleries, bookstores, or curio stores one might expect for such a prominent tourist route with a major art 
and design college at its centre. Yet the tourist footfall offers enormous commercial possibilities to the 
street and, if properly catered for, could drive a renaissance of retailing on the street.  

However, the unsympathetic public realm created by high volumes of traffic, narrow and poor quality 
pavements and the lack of trees reduces the inclination to linger and spend money on the street, while 
poorly presented buildings and shop fronts and an uninviting retail mix fail to attract the casual shopper.   

Above:Above:Above:Above: A dispiriting view of the southern section of Thomas Street  - the main route for tourists  - shows a hotch-
potch of uninviting and shuttered shops. There are few of the quirky fashion shops, cutting edge design 
boutiques or trendy hair salons which might be expected to develop close to the National College of Art & Design. 
Likewise tourist uses such as bookstores or craft shops have failed to establish on the street, despite the 
estimated 200,000 foreign visitors which ply this route each year.    
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Thomas Street requires a radical rethink of both its retail offer and its street environment. The street can 
never function as a retail “high street” in the manner of Henry Street and Grafton Street. These streets are 
more centrally located, contain much larger shops sizes and hence attract a greater number of multiples 
and international brand retailers. However, neither will the street continue to thrive if it only meets local 
needs with supermarkets, convenience stores and small market-style shops.  

The future for Thomas Street (and indeed for adjoining Francis Street) is in creating a distinctive niche for 
itself within the overall city centre experience, blending quirky independent shops and boutiques offering 
fashion, design, homewares and other services.   

Achieving a more attractive retail brand for Thomas Street will require a range of actions on the part of the 
business community and other stakeholders: 

� Owners must create the right appearance for their shop with good quality shop fronts and well Owners must create the right appearance for their shop with good quality shop fronts and well Owners must create the right appearance for their shop with good quality shop fronts and well Owners must create the right appearance for their shop with good quality shop fronts and well 
maintained upper floors.maintained upper floors.maintained upper floors.maintained upper floors. A concerted effort must be made to create a fashionable and inviting 
appearance to the street. Cool and contemporary design should pervade the street, complementing 
rather than detracting from the historic built fabric.  

� A commitment should be made to actively seek out suitable tenants which fit the profile of the area 
as Dublin’s Design QuarterDublin’s Design QuarterDublin’s Design QuarterDublin’s Design Quarter. Arts and crafts are the obvious strength for the area, given the proximity 
of NCAD, while the rich history of The Liberties should be reflected by bookshops and galleries. A use 
profile should be built up of the street and  new uses should be targeted, with incentives if 
necessary, to build a rich and attractive shopping environment. 

� The profile of traders should also continue to reflect the demand of local requirements with a wider a wider a wider a wider 
choice of independent shops and specialist stores.choice of independent shops and specialist stores.choice of independent shops and specialist stores.choice of independent shops and specialist stores.  

� Businesses and Dublin City Council should work collectively to create an attractive and enticing create an attractive and enticing create an attractive and enticing create an attractive and enticing 
ambience on Thomas Street,ambience on Thomas Street,ambience on Thomas Street,ambience on Thomas Street, with a high quality public domain, a reduction in traffic, improved litter 
management and street cleansing, and collective marketing initiatives. The potential for an Area 
Partnership or Business Improvement District is significant and would provide a locally-based 
organisation to coordinate ongoing improvements along the street.   

� The distinctive market environment on Thomas Street and Francis Street should be retained and distinctive market environment on Thomas Street and Francis Street should be retained and distinctive market environment on Thomas Street and Francis Street should be retained and distinctive market environment on Thomas Street and Francis Street should be retained and 
enhanced. enhanced. enhanced. enhanced.  Standardised stalls should be provided for vendors that are bright and welcoming with a 
wider selection of products, including food, beverages, arts & crafts, etc creating a market 
atmosphere along the street. A more coordinated use of public space along the street is required, 
while assets such as the Iveagh Markets must be utilised. 

Building a New Brand for Thomas StreetBuilding a New Brand for Thomas StreetBuilding a New Brand for Thomas StreetBuilding a New Brand for Thomas Street    
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A concerted effort must be made to improve the quality of 
shop fronts on Thomas Street to create a more inviting shopping 
destination.  

Dublin City Council’s Shop Front Design Guidelines provide a clear 
and accessible template of how to achieve the improved presentation 
of buildings to the street, however the will to change must come from 
the street’s business community. 
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Dublin’s Design Quarter: The Role of NCADDublin’s Design Quarter: The Role of NCADDublin’s Design Quarter: The Role of NCADDublin’s Design Quarter: The Role of NCAD    
NCAD is one of the stalwart institutions on Thomas Street 
and is a major economic and cultural driver for The 
Liberties. The college brings a diverse and creative student 
body to Thomas Street, supporting the busy market street 
by day and creating nightlife and activity in the evening.  
The college has now consolidated its position on Thomas 
Street, restoring the former fire station premises to create 
the Harry Clarke Building with its lecture rooms and 
facilities, including a new gallery and exhibition space. 
NCAD is hugely important to the street and its creative 
energy should be fully tapped to develop the concept of a 
Creative Corridor on Thomas Street and to further develop 
cultural life and activity in the area.  

However, beyond the Creative Corridor lies Dublin’s Design However, beyond the Creative Corridor lies Dublin’s Design However, beyond the Creative Corridor lies Dublin’s Design However, beyond the Creative Corridor lies Dublin’s Design 
Quarter and NCAD should be at the forefront in promoting Quarter and NCAD should be at the forefront in promoting Quarter and NCAD should be at the forefront in promoting Quarter and NCAD should be at the forefront in promoting 
a world class design culture in The Liberties. a world class design culture in The Liberties. a world class design culture in The Liberties. a world class design culture in The Liberties.     
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We asked a sample of 25 students at NCAD for their 
impressions of the street. Generally, all students had an 
overwhelmingly positive view of Thomas Street and were 
delighted NCAD was at the centre of such a stimulating and 
engaging community. Some items rankled though, not least 
the ease with which they could cross the street and the 
general cleanliness of pavements and buildings. 

Do you find Thomas Street…. 

What do NCAD What do NCAD What do NCAD What do NCAD 
students think of students think of students think of students think of 
Thomas Street?Thomas Street?Thomas Street?Thomas Street?    
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Unlocking the Entrepreneur on Francis StreetUnlocking the Entrepreneur on Francis StreetUnlocking the Entrepreneur on Francis StreetUnlocking the Entrepreneur on Francis Street    

“NCAD Shops”“NCAD Shops”“NCAD Shops”“NCAD Shops”    

The student community of NCAD are a highly visible presence on Thomas Street, however the potential of the 
college and its creative spirit is under-exploited. Every year students graduate from NCAD with qualifications in 
the visual arts, fashion and textile design, ceramics and sculpture and other specialisms. Yet there is little 
reflection of this talent in the retail mix of the area. The creative energy of NCAD graduates should be harnessed 
to expand the range of design and craft shops along Francis Street and Thomas Street.  

The concept of NCAD shops is that graduates of the college are offered flexible short-term leases (of 1 to 2 years) 
on a number of incubator shops within which to start their businesses. These graduates are encouraged to remain 
in The Liberties area after their short term leases expire, building a retail presence on Francis Street and Thomas 
Street.  Each year the shops can be offered to new graduates. 

The shops could be fitted with simple layouts 
and good quality shop fronts, allowing 
maximum flexibility to the graduate occupiers.  
The scheme could be administered by NCAD 
and Dublin City Council in partnership with an 
area partnership company and building 
owners. 

The former Fry’s department store on Francis 
Street (seen right) is a great example of a 
building which could host NCAD shops. Despite 
its derelict condition, the building has great 
presence on the street and its rejuvenation 
would greatly benefit the physical environment 
of a whole stretch of Francis Street, while 
saving an historic property repeatedly 
earmarked for demolition.  

Its proximity to the Iveagh Market Hall would 
also serve to create a retail cluster at this 
important point in the street.   

In recent years, Francis Street had begun to develop a niche for itself as a centre for the antiques trade, for 
furniture design shops and for art galleries, reflecting the strong creative culture of the area.  However, the 
challenging economic circumstances of the last three years have seen a dramatic decline in these businesses 
along the street, as reduced footfall and reduced spending take their toll.  

The street needs help to maintain a distinctive retail profile and to contribute to the reinvention of the wider 
Liberties as Dublin’s Design Quarter. Some imaginative proposals could be pursued in partnership with Dublin 
City Council, building owners and institutions in the area. Like Thomas Street, Francis Street needs to be 
proactively managed. 
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New Life for an Old MarketNew Life for an Old MarketNew Life for an Old MarketNew Life for an Old Market    

The Iveagh Markets should be a major asset to The Liberties. The Markets closed in the 1990s for 
redevelopment as a leisure, retail and hotel complex, which also extended to the nearby Mother Redcaps 
Market.  The plans have since fallen victim to the recession and the building is now in peril.  

There has been a revival in interest in markets in Dublin in recent times and this should provide the 
impetus to re-establish the Iveagh Markets. Restoring this building to public use would have major benefits 
to the area. Informal approaches have already been made to use part of the building for a food cooperative 
and these moves should be actively encouraged. A smarter public realm to the front of the building should be 
developed. 

Idea! Francis Street NCAD Sculpture Trail 
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Merchant Square is one of the centrepieces of the rejuvenated 
Merchant City area of Glasgow.   

The market hall has now been transformed into a complex of 
stylish cafés, restaurants and exhibition spaces with a central 
area used for occasional markets.  
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Nos. 20 & 21 Thomas Street restored 
to their original “Dutch Billy” 

appearance.    
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Showcasing New Businesses in Historic Properties Showcasing New Businesses in Historic Properties Showcasing New Businesses in Historic Properties Showcasing New Businesses in Historic Properties     

The Digital Hub campus, which straddles the western part of Thomas Street 
and extends along James’s Street, includes many historical buildings. The 
Digital Hub Development Authority (DHDA), which manages the Hub, is an 
essential partner to engage in reinventing Thomas Street, as well as being a 
key agent for change. DHDA are acutely aware of the value of Thomas 
Street’s architectural heritage and its potential to provide a distinctive and 
unique business environment. Maintaining an attractive and high quality public realm, a dynamic cultural 
life and a vibrant shopping experience are further key selling points to digital media companies wishing to 
start up businesses in Dublin’s Design Quarter.   

Protecting a unique urban setting such as The Liberties provides both an opportunity and a 
challenge.  We need to respect the history of this medieval hub of commerce whilst transforming it 

into a 21st century creative cluster.  

Design intervention can have a positive impact in transforming an area that presents with major urban 
deficits and has the potential, if done right, to turn an area into an “ideal city”.  Creating a sales pitch for the 
area, consolidating a connected creative economy, and purposefully designing a showcase of how old and 
new can create a vibrant living quarter that digitally connects to the entire Island, would be a powerful 
regeneration tool.  This design concept would require active management, cooperation from Dublin City 
Council, government departments and expert stakeholders, and of course funding.   

If this was achieved it would attract FDI investment and provide tourists with more than the Guinness 
Storehouse to visit.   

Edel Flynn, DHDA 

“ 

Above: Above: Above: Above: An architect’s impression of restored gable-fronted houses at No. 20 and No. 21 Thomas Street. The 
buildings are currently derelict but are owned by the DHDA. Characterful properties like these would be highly 
sought after by Digital Hub tenants eager to use historic properties to showcase their businesses.     
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Making the Case for a New Approach to Managing Thomas Street Making the Case for a New Approach to Managing Thomas Street Making the Case for a New Approach to Managing Thomas Street Making the Case for a New Approach to Managing Thomas Street     

Thomas Street is not the prime city thoroughfare it should be: this is evident for all to see.  However, the 
street has strong institutions, companies, networks, heritage, communities and a multitude of innovators and 
ideas whose combined efforts can help to reshape and redefine the street. 

The challenge of reinvigorating and enhancing the street, within the limited resources available to the public 
and private sector is significant.  It means that the only way that change can happen is at the small and 
incremental level. Whereas this is less attractive to larger-scale investors in the current climate, it can be a 
more attractive approach from the viewpoint of conservation of the built heritage, encouraging  community-
focused urban regeneration, and exploring the potential for micro development of vacant sites.   

There is a clear need to create value and incentive for investment and renewal on Thomas Street.  We believe 
that this can be best achieved when we start looking outside individual sites, and see the street as an organic 
living whole. It is comparable to the model of a shopping centre, only infinitely more complex, interesting and 
potentially lucrative. 

Incremental and small investments can make a big difference for an area.  However, such initiatives should 
not be presumed to be, or allowed to be random events, dependent on the energy of individuals. Just as top-
down regeneration can become ineffective due to bureaucracy and costs etc, bottom-up movements can 
quickly burn out through expending limited energy, resources and skills. A middle way approach is required. 

    

Place Management InitiativesPlace Management InitiativesPlace Management InitiativesPlace Management Initiatives    

Area partnership Area partnership Area partnership Area partnership is all encompassing.  It extends from regulatory and legal frameworks, to third spaces, to the 
appearance and presentation of buildings, right down to the service offer available and responsibility for each 
element of this matrix. Effective partnership can influence and direct both public and private spheres and 
existing and evolving street fabric.  If done well, this can achieve regeneration of the street, which is the 
catalyst for investment and improvements in the surrounding neighbourhoods. This is governance at the 
ground level, an approach which is now generally coined as Place Management. 

Place management initiatives need to be sustained for a 5 to 10 year period.  This requires resources, 
commitment, professionalism, leadership and governance at the street level.  The key initiative for any urban 
area is the establishment of public-private partnership.   Informal Partnerships generally progress to more 
formal structures, such as Limited Companies or Trusts which provide a supportive legal framework for a 
business to operate. Ireland has adopted primary legislation specifically to support this type of area initiative 
in the Local Government (Business Improvement Districts) Act, 2006. 

By focusing on existing assets, above comprehensive regeneration, BIDs bring our attention to the level of the 
street. In essence “BIDs are an innovation intended to improve the conditions of city places by taking care of “BIDs are an innovation intended to improve the conditions of city places by taking care of “BIDs are an innovation intended to improve the conditions of city places by taking care of “BIDs are an innovation intended to improve the conditions of city places by taking care of 
the small things that make up the larger picture”.the small things that make up the larger picture”.the small things that make up the larger picture”.the small things that make up the larger picture”. 

Urban centres are complex places with a plethora of uses, ownerships and interests. BIDs effectively provide 
a legal vehicle to bring all parties together, to act through an incorporated company to improve the business 
area, and to make it more attractive, competitive and valuable. 

Street Management: Creating a Business Improvement DistrictStreet Management: Creating a Business Improvement DistrictStreet Management: Creating a Business Improvement DistrictStreet Management: Creating a Business Improvement District    
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Potential Programmes and ActionsPotential Programmes and ActionsPotential Programmes and ActionsPotential Programmes and Actions    

The focus of Area Partnerships or BIDs is to deliver projects and actions.  There are 7 main areas that BID 
companies commonly engage in: 

1] Marketing:Marketing:Marketing:Marketing:  Generally known as place branding or marketing, this activity can range from tacky 
bumper-sticker slogans to slick advertising campaigns. However, it isn’t about tag lines, messaging, or 
talking points. Yes, there’s an element of that and getting your message out, but branding is more 
about capturing the values and authenticity of a place, defining what the real product is (including 
heritage), and what a place aspires to. The marketing part just helps communicate the message. 

2] Cleaning and Maintenance:Cleaning and Maintenance:Cleaning and Maintenance:Cleaning and Maintenance: Street cleaning is perhaps something most readily associated with BIDs.  
However, it is a core activity for good reason.  The street is the public face of a town or city. If the 
pavement is dirty or poorly maintained it sends out a negative message about the place, that 
emanates a lack of care and pride.  Considering the competition, and rethinking of the town as a third 
space that is comfortable and inviting, this attention to detail is extremely important. 

3] Capital Improvement:Capital Improvement:Capital Improvement:Capital Improvement:  BIDs have become involved in funding capital works such as public space 
improvements, tree planting, and landscaping often with in association with public bodies as co-
funders. 

4] Safety and Security:Safety and Security:Safety and Security:Safety and Security:   People will not visit the urban core and its shopping and commercial streets, or 
live there if there is a perception that it is not safe. The city centre must be family friendly if people 
are to spend time there. Similarly, some cities with vibrant night lives may become disorderly at night; 
so measures to address this – both day and night  - are pertinent in some towns and city centres 

5] Economic Development:Economic Development:Economic Development:Economic Development:  Development agencies are typically not mandated to bring jobs or 
investment to a particular location in a region (i.e. the urban core or a particular neighbourhood).  If a 
new business desires to locate in a campus style business park in the suburbs, then this is of little 
concern.  Therefore, there is a particular role for BIDs to play in focussing economic development in 
their location.  They need to address whether their district is equipped to address the needs of the 
market, and that the market knows about it. 

6] Policy Advocacy:Policy Advocacy:Policy Advocacy:Policy Advocacy:  Town core regeneration needs a strong policy context supporting it.  However, it also 
needs to ensure that the local authority and state support this policy in their actions and investments. 

7] Community Development:Community Development:Community Development:Community Development:  BIDs have evolved, as have philanthropic objectives of businesses.  Some 
BIDs have therefore become involved in programmes such as education initiatives or work experience  
schemes. 

BIDs contradict suburban development and draw substance from the 
critique of suburban life and the popularity of growth management 

policies.  ...BIDs are part of a philosophy that administrative 
fragmentation helps rather than hinders the modern city.  …BIDs are 

linked to the economic development policy mania in ....cities and to the 
conviction that the public interest is best advanced through the 

entrepreneurial activities of public-private partnership. 
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Identification of leaders Identification of leaders Identification of leaders Identification of leaders – the establishment of a Place Management organisation needs a 
champion; this can be a local individual, company, or association. 
� Public Sector -  Local authority, trusts, semi-state bodies, development agencies 

� Private Sector –  Trade associations, chambers of commerce, individual businesses 

Form Area Partnership Form Area Partnership Form Area Partnership Form Area Partnership – key individuals and bodies within the area are drawn in to support 
the initiative and to provide a broader perspective of interests. 

� Establish a Board with representatives of private sector, councillors, council 
executive,  relevant institutions, businesses and residential community.  

3. Vision Development:3. Vision Development:3. Vision Development:3. Vision Development:    
� Core partnership group establish a distinct and 

memorable vision 
� Based on strategic actions, needs, and steps 
  

 3. BID Proposal:3. BID Proposal:3. BID Proposal:3. BID Proposal:    
� Development of a formal BID Proposal Document, 

for agreement by Local Authority and ultimately 
Rate Payers. 

� Proposals and actions mirror those in 
establishment of informal partnership 

4. Strategy Development 4. Strategy Development 4. Strategy Development 4. Strategy Development –––– to address: to address: to address: to address:    
� Area attributes 
� Major problems 
� Major needs 
� (The 5 year plan) 

  

     
4. Strategy Development 4. Strategy Development 4. Strategy Development 4. Strategy Development     
� incorporated in BID process (a BID term is 5 years 

or under) 
� BID revenue is generated within rates area 

5. Action Plan 5. Action Plan 5. Action Plan 5. Action Plan     
� Day to day actions and responsibilities [short-

term] 
  

 5. Action Plan 5. Action Plan 5. Action Plan 5. Action Plan     
� The BID process identifies key actions 

6. Business Plan 6. Business Plan 6. Business Plan 6. Business Plan     
� An Area Partnership needs to ensure it matches 

resources to actions and timescales 

 6. The BID process requires the establishment of costs 6. The BID process requires the establishment of costs 6. The BID process requires the establishment of costs 6. The BID process requires the establishment of costs 
of actionsof actionsof actionsof actions    
� BID Plebiscite: - vote by rate payers within BID 

area to support BID or not    
7. Area Partnership is Established7. Area Partnership is Established7. Area Partnership is Established7. Area Partnership is Established    
� Funding derives from funders and partners 

 7. Establishment of BID Company7. Establishment of BID Company7. Establishment of BID Company7. Establishment of BID Company    
� Core revenue established for area partnership 
  

8. Implementation, Actions, Monitoring and Review8. Implementation, Actions, Monitoring and Review8. Implementation, Actions, Monitoring and Review8. Implementation, Actions, Monitoring and Review     8. BID company produces annual reports and is 8. BID company produces annual reports and is 8. BID company produces annual reports and is 8. BID company produces annual reports and is 
subject to vote for renewal at the end of its term.subject to vote for renewal at the end of its term.subject to vote for renewal at the end of its term.subject to vote for renewal at the end of its term.    

Establishing an Area Partnership or BID CompanyEstablishing an Area Partnership or BID CompanyEstablishing an Area Partnership or BID CompanyEstablishing an Area Partnership or BID Company    

The following are the steps required for the development of an area partnership or BID.  At all instances, it is 
foremost that the primary purpose of this process is not to create an organisation.  The goal is to do thingsThe goal is to do thingsThe goal is to do thingsThe goal is to do things; 
the organisation is a framework to support and monitor implementation over a long period and sustain 
change. 

Formal process creating a 
Limited Company (BID) - 
timeframe 6-8 months. 

Informal process establishing 
an Area Partnership.  
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The ‘Beautiful Street’ InitiativeThe ‘Beautiful Street’ InitiativeThe ‘Beautiful Street’ InitiativeThe ‘Beautiful Street’ Initiative    
A degree of competition can be highly effective in encouraging the businesses of an area to come together  and 
improve the quality of their street. The ‘Beautiful Street’ Initiative is an idea for a renewed partnership between 
businesses, an area partnership and Dublin City Council to deliver a high quality public realm on Thomas Street. 
The Initiative proposes that stakeholders work together to deliver a shared vision for the street as an attractive 
and inviting place. Capital investment on Thomas Street undertaken by Dublin City Council, such as new paving, 
street lamps, or tree planting, is reciprocated by businesses in that area with investment in their own properties 
such as improved shop fronts, renovation of disused upper floors or shared investment in a new art piece or floral 
displays. 

One possible initiative is to devise a ‘Best Shop Front Competition’, with a prize awarded. With two well known 
paint retailers located at Cornmarket, there is great potential for professional input to inform owners of colours 
and trends for their shop fronts. A ‘Thomas Street Shop Fronts Collection’ of suitable colours could even be 
devised. 

The BID company or area partnership could develop expertise to offer advice and guidance to building owners to 
help them create the ‘right look’ for their premises, through colour, design, planting and signage,   

Simple Shop Front Improvement MeasuresSimple Shop Front Improvement MeasuresSimple Shop Front Improvement MeasuresSimple Shop Front Improvement Measures    

A range of simple elements can be combined to enhance the presentation of shops and business along a street 
and to contribute to an overall impressive of a welcoming and memorable shopping environment. 

� Planters, bay trees and floral displays are all simple elements which immediately ‘green’ and lift a shop 
entrance.  For even more spectacular effect, a coordinated approach can be taken along a street, 
unifying the streetscape and creating a memorable street feature. 

� The choice of shop front colours is hugely important. Bright and garish colours jar with the pedestrian 
while muted and complementary colours suggest quality and good taste.  

� Solid aluminium or metal roller shutters create a dead appearance in the evening and should be 
removed. Where shutters are deemed necessary, internally fitted lattice systems or chain link shutters, 
located behind the glass frontage, should be used.  

� Awnings are a highly attractive element on a building if correctly fitted. However, awnings should not be 
used to introduce further advertising into the public realm.   

� Attractive window displays are an art in themselves and greater use of window displays and attractive 
outdoor displays of produce should be encouraged.  
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9 Summary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of RecommendationsSummary of Recommendations    

Actions for Thomas StreetActions for Thomas StreetActions for Thomas StreetActions for Thomas Street    
Thomas Street Community Thomas Street Community Thomas Street Community Thomas Street Community     

� A range of key stakeholders have been identified in this document 
whose combined efforts and inputs can deliver dramatic 
improvements to the urban environment of Thomas Street and its 
environs.  A stakeholder forum should be initiated to develop a A stakeholder forum should be initiated to develop a A stakeholder forum should be initiated to develop a A stakeholder forum should be initiated to develop a 
shared vision for the street shared vision for the street shared vision for the street shared vision for the street and to devise a series of actions, 
processes and outcomes. 

� An Area Partnership or Business Improvement District company An Area Partnership or Business Improvement District company An Area Partnership or Business Improvement District company An Area Partnership or Business Improvement District company 
should be established for Thomas Street and its environsshould be established for Thomas Street and its environsshould be established for Thomas Street and its environsshould be established for Thomas Street and its environs.  

� Residents are the lifeblood of Thomas Street and the residential 
renewal of the street and its environs - particularly focusing on the 
return to use of upper floors - must be proactively encouraged.  The The The The 
key requirements of city centre residents must be recognised:key requirements of city centre residents must be recognised:key requirements of city centre residents must be recognised:key requirements of city centre residents must be recognised: 
clean, attractive and inviting streets, safe and accessible open 
spaces, an attractive range of shops and services, a greater 
balance between motorised traffic and pedestrian street life. 

    

Buildings and Streetscape Buildings and Streetscape Buildings and Streetscape Buildings and Streetscape  

� The architecture of Thomas Street is its most valuable physical 
asset. Dublin City Council should clearly commit itself to protecting 
and enhancing this historic streetscape and to implementing the implementing the implementing the implementing the 
recommendations and policies of the Thomas Street and Environs recommendations and policies of the Thomas Street and Environs recommendations and policies of the Thomas Street and Environs recommendations and policies of the Thomas Street and Environs 
Architectural Conservation Area.Architectural Conservation Area.Architectural Conservation Area.Architectural Conservation Area.    

� Efforts should be made by Dublin City Council to ensure the ensure the ensure the ensure the 
protection from dereliction of propertiesprotection from dereliction of propertiesprotection from dereliction of propertiesprotection from dereliction of properties along the street which 
have now been transferred to the National Assets Management 
Agency.  

� A Facade Restoration Initiative should be establishedFacade Restoration Initiative should be establishedFacade Restoration Initiative should be establishedFacade Restoration Initiative should be established to provide 
small grants to buildings owners to restore their building frontages. 
Dublin City Council should actively lobby for the injection of 
National Lottery funds into this initiative. Corporate funding and 
bequests should also be pursued. 

Actions arising from Chapter 2 
“A Vision for Thomas Street” 
and Chapter 8 “Reinventing 

Retail on Thomas Street” 

Key Actors: 
� Dublin City Council 
� Thomas Street Businesses 

and Community 
� Institutions  
� Fáilte Ireland 

Actions arising from Chapter 5 
“Building Conservation and 

Renewal” and Chapter 8 
“Reinventing Retail on Thomas 

Street” 

Key Actors: 
� Dublin City Council 
� Property Owners 
� National Lottery  
� Fáilte Ireland 
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� A dedicated multidedicated multidedicated multidedicated multi----disciplinary team should be established within disciplinary team should be established within disciplinary team should be established within disciplinary team should be established within 
Dublin City Council Dublin City Council Dublin City Council Dublin City Council to assist property owners with the renewal and 
restoration of their properties. The team should take a proactive 
approach. The provision of a rolling scaffold to property owners 
(often the most significant cost element of refurbishment) should be 
considered by Dublin City Council. A requirement to restore, refurbish 
or reinstate timber sash windows and historic joinery should also be 
incorporated into all future planning permissions on Thomas Street.     

� The restoration of a number of key historic buildingsrestoration of a number of key historic buildingsrestoration of a number of key historic buildingsrestoration of a number of key historic buildings, identified in 
this report, should be pursued.   

� A shop front improvement campaign should be devised for Thomas A shop front improvement campaign should be devised for Thomas A shop front improvement campaign should be devised for Thomas A shop front improvement campaign should be devised for Thomas 
Street, Francis Street and Meath Street Street, Francis Street and Meath Street Street, Francis Street and Meath Street Street, Francis Street and Meath Street to generate greater 
awareness of this important issue among building owners and 
tenants.     The campaign should include elements such as an easy-to-
read booklet on best practice presentation of shop fronts, a 
suggested colour palette, a workshop and access to professional 
advice, financial incentives such as small grants or rate rebates, a 
competition, and the publishing of the City Council’s own Shop Front 
Guidelines online at www.dublincity.ie.     

� Key institutions and flagship businesses on the street can provide 
considerable leadership to smaller businesses by improving their 
buildings and shop fronts.  The restoration of Thomas Street must be The restoration of Thomas Street must be The restoration of Thomas Street must be The restoration of Thomas Street must be 
viewed as a combined business community effort. viewed as a combined business community effort. viewed as a combined business community effort. viewed as a combined business community effort.     

    

Public Realm Public Realm Public Realm Public Realm  

� A programme of public realm improvements should be pursued in public realm improvements should be pursued in public realm improvements should be pursued in public realm improvements should be pursued in 
tandem with upcoming QBC works to create a more pedestrian tandem with upcoming QBC works to create a more pedestrian tandem with upcoming QBC works to create a more pedestrian tandem with upcoming QBC works to create a more pedestrian 
focused environment focused environment focused environment focused environment including, the widening of pavements, 
consolidation of paving materials (an idiom of concrete slabs and 
granite kerbs is recommended), the introduction of new street 
lighting and the restrained and coordinated use of street furniture 
such as bollards and litter bins. 

� A programme to deA programme to deA programme to deA programme to de----clutter Thomas Street should be pursued clutter Thomas Street should be pursued clutter Thomas Street should be pursued clutter Thomas Street should be pursued 
including the removal of redundant elements such as telephone 
kiosks, guard rails, bare signage posts, parking meters.  Traffic 
signage should be minimised, with signs attached to existing poles or 
lamp standards, to buildings or located at the back edge of 
pavements. 

Actions arising from Chapter 6 
“The Pedestrian Experience ”  

Key Actors: 
� Dublin City Council 
� National Transport Authority  
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� Pedestrian waywaywayway----finding signage should be installed at key finding signage should be installed at key finding signage should be installed at key finding signage should be installed at key 
locations locations locations locations on Thomas Street.  The ‘dublinbikes’ system should be 
extended to the Liberties.  

� Street trees and other landscaping features should be introduced Street trees and other landscaping features should be introduced Street trees and other landscaping features should be introduced Street trees and other landscaping features should be introduced 
along the entire route from High Street to Thomas Street to 
James’s Street. Trees should be formally planted to create a 
boulevard effect. 

� Improvements to key public spaces and stopping points should key public spaces and stopping points should key public spaces and stopping points should key public spaces and stopping points should 
be pursued be pursued be pursued be pursued in line with the recommendations of this report. Key 
spaces are identified at Cornmarket, to the front of Vicar Street 
venue, to the front of St Catherine’s Church and at the Obelisk 
fountain on James’s Street.  

� Greater precedence should be given to pedestrians on Thomas Greater precedence should be given to pedestrians on Thomas Greater precedence should be given to pedestrians on Thomas Greater precedence should be given to pedestrians on Thomas 
Street. Street. Street. Street. The application of a 30km speed limit from Bridgefoot 
Street to Cornmarket is recommended. The creation of broader 
and more direct crossing points should be pursued. Traffic 
signalling sequences should be adjusted to favour pedestrians. 

 

Cultural Life and Tourism Cultural Life and Tourism Cultural Life and Tourism Cultural Life and Tourism  

� A visitor attraction strategy should be adopted for Thomas Street A visitor attraction strategy should be adopted for Thomas Street A visitor attraction strategy should be adopted for Thomas Street A visitor attraction strategy should be adopted for Thomas Street 
and The Liberties. and The Liberties. and The Liberties. and The Liberties.  The area should be clearly understood as a 
city centre destination, forming a key element of the East West 
Tourist Spine and comprising two distinct clusters: Old City and 
The Liberties, and James’s Street.  

� The area should be branded The area should be branded The area should be branded The area should be branded at its key entry points. Visitor 
information and interpretation of important buildings, sites and 
monuments within the area should be pursued. Consideration 
should be given to developing an online tourist resource for the 
area. Consideration should be given to developing a Liberties 
Visitors Centre on High Street.  

� A new Liberties Museum or visitor attraction new Liberties Museum or visitor attraction new Liberties Museum or visitor attraction new Liberties Museum or visitor attraction should be developed 
on Thomas Street. The project should seek to showcase a 
restored historic property on the street. 

� The retail and business mix on Thomas Street should respond to retail and business mix on Thomas Street should respond to retail and business mix on Thomas Street should respond to retail and business mix on Thomas Street should respond to 
the demands of the huge tourist footfall the demands of the huge tourist footfall the demands of the huge tourist footfall the demands of the huge tourist footfall which plies the street 
each day. The clustering of cafés and restaurants is 
recommended.  Uses such as bookstores, craft shops, curio 
shops and galleries should be encouraged. 

Actions arising from Chapter 7 
“Cultural Life & Tourism” 

Key Actors: 
� Thomas Street Businesses 

and Community 
� Area Partnership 
� Institutions  
� Fáilte Ireland 
� Office of Public Works 
� Dublin City Council 
� Venues 
� Churches 
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� A programme of cultural eventsprogramme of cultural eventsprogramme of cultural eventsprogramme of cultural events should be devised for The Liberties. 
Events such as Culture Night and Open House should continue to be 
supported and complemented with smaller ‘mini’ nights or open 
days. Market days, arts and craft festivals, a fashion week and 
restaurant nights should be organised.  A marketing theme for The A marketing theme for The A marketing theme for The A marketing theme for The 
Liberties should be devised to support this programme of events.Liberties should be devised to support this programme of events.Liberties should be devised to support this programme of events.Liberties should be devised to support this programme of events.  

    

Retail and Entrepreneurship Retail and Entrepreneurship Retail and Entrepreneurship Retail and Entrepreneurship  

� The Thomas Street & Environs area partnership or BID company 
should devise a retail strategy and vision for the streeta retail strategy and vision for the streeta retail strategy and vision for the streeta retail strategy and vision for the street; prescribing a 
series of improvements to address the quality and retail mix of the 
street and actively targeting new tenants and uses for vacant 
premises. Thomas Street should seek to provide a greater 
concentration of independent retailers and specialist stores. 

� Businesses and Dublin City Council should work collectively to 
create an attractive and enticing ambience on Thomas Street,create an attractive and enticing ambience on Thomas Street,create an attractive and enticing ambience on Thomas Street,create an attractive and enticing ambience on Thomas Street, with a 
high quality public domain, a reduction in traffic and improved 
management of parking, improved litter management and street 
cleansing, and collective marketing initiatives.  

� A Beautiful Street Initiative Beautiful Street Initiative Beautiful Street Initiative Beautiful Street Initiative should be established to improve the 
quality of the street and the presentation and design of shop fronts.  

� The market tradition of Thomas Street, Francis Street and Meath 
Street should be protected and enhanced. A more coordinated use A more coordinated use A more coordinated use A more coordinated use 
of public space along the street to facilitate markets is requiredof public space along the street to facilitate markets is requiredof public space along the street to facilitate markets is requiredof public space along the street to facilitate markets is required, 
while assets such as the Iveagh Markets must be utilised. 

� The Liberties should be rebranded as Dublin’s Design Quarter. The Liberties should be rebranded as Dublin’s Design Quarter. The Liberties should be rebranded as Dublin’s Design Quarter. The Liberties should be rebranded as Dublin’s Design Quarter. The 
National College of Art & Design should become a key driver of a 
design and craft industry in the area. 

� NCAD Shops should be developed on Francis Street NCAD Shops should be developed on Francis Street NCAD Shops should be developed on Francis Street NCAD Shops should be developed on Francis Street to allow 
graduates the opportunity to start their businesses in the area.  
Incentives and rates rebates should be offered to encourage design 
businesses to establish on Thomas Street and Francis Street. 

� A sculpture trail should be created A sculpture trail should be created A sculpture trail should be created A sculpture trail should be created for the area, encouraging visitors 
to explore secondary shopping streets such as Francis Street and 
Meath Street. 

� Digital Hub is a major attractor of new companies to Thomas Street 
and The Liberties and a vital partner in the street’s rejuvenation. The The The The 
Hub should pursue conservation of the important section of Hub should pursue conservation of the important section of Hub should pursue conservation of the important section of Hub should pursue conservation of the important section of 
streetscape streetscape streetscape streetscape at Nos. 14 to 28 Thomas Street and the refurbishment 
of its properties onto James’s Street and encourage new starter 
companies to establish in these flagship premises.   

Actions arising from Chapter 8 
“Reinventing Retail on Thomas 

Street” 

Key Actors: 
� Area Partnership 
� Thomas Street Businesses 

and Community 
� Dublin City Council 
� National College Art & 

Design 
� Digital Hub  
� Venues 
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Thomas Street 2020: The restored facades of historic 
buildings along with sensitive infill development has created an 

attractive backdrop to this bustling shopping street with its 
historic churches and lively cafés bars and restaurants.  

The public realm has been restored and the character and feel of 
Thomas Street has been maintained, once again it can live up 
to its original name of ‘slige more’. (Extract from The Liberties LAP) 


